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PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE USED POWER & SAIL LISTINGS

Enjoy the ultimate family activity
Phuket is a boating paradise and it's all within easy reach.

Whatever your level of experience, we have the boat for you.

YOUR WEEKENDS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME

MARTIN HOLMES
+66 81 891 7057

martin@leemarine.com

MARK HEATH
+66 81 787 9408

mark@leemarine.com

JIM POULSEN
+66 81 891 3237

jim@leemarine.com

JOSHUA LEE
+66 81 891 3367

josh@leemarine.com
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+66 81 968 1437
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PALMYRAH 
SURIN

185 / 11, 191 Moo 7, Srisoonthorn rd., T. Srisoonthorn, A. Thalang Phuket 83110

Tel.: +66 (0)76620106 / +66 (0)910404000
email: contact@petsmagicplanet.com

www.petsmagicplanet.com

Open from 9 am - 7 pm

Where 
your pet 
dreams 
come 
true

PETS MAGIC PLANET

The best international brands
The ultimate choice 
Luxury accessories & jewels

Pala is 
my name 
waiting 

for a nice 
family

b e a c h  l i f e

Waterfront Living at its Finest





Phuket’s Most Fashionable 
Beach Club

Surin Beach, 076 316 567, catchbeachclub.com

Surin Beach, Phuket
catchbeachclub.com
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XANA’s multi-level design, picturesque 
beachfront location, and large capacity 
make it the stage of an endless list of inter-
national DJs, including the Black Eyed Peas’ 
apl.de.ap and Taboo, Paul Oakenfold – who 
has produced for superstars like Madonna 
and U2, the late unforgettable Godfather 
of House – Frankie Knuckles, and Dennis 
Ferrer, the founder of the Objektivity record 
label. Stay tuned to party it up with interna-
tionally acclaimed DJs at XANA Beach Club. 

With a picture-perfect backdrop by the sea, 
beach loungers, poolside day beds and VIP 
cabanas, XANA also lends itself perfectly for 
events of all kinds, from private gatherings, 
birthday celebrations, good-old-time reunions 
and bachelorette parties to stylish product 
launches and stunning beach weddings, with 
the added bonus of onsite five star accom-
modation at Angsana Laguna Phuket. 

For more information on XANA Beach 
Club please visit www.xanabeachclub.
com or follow us on Facebook for the latest 
updates. For queries and bookings please 
email: info@xanabeachclub.com or call 076 
324 101.

XANA BEACH CLUB

Phuket’s one and only Beach 
Club with private beach area 
and classy sun loungers, of-
fering stunning beach scen-
ery, lit up infinity pool, state 
of the art sound system, live 
performances, heavenly food 
and perfectly mixed drinks, 
XANA Beach Club is the ulti-
mate place to enjoy Phuket at 
its best – day or night. 

Spend the day unwinding in beach sun 
loungers, or enjoying a leisurely game of 
billiard or beach volleyball. Take selfies with 
the picturesque Andaman Sea, then bask 
in the sun on hammocks. Featuring fun and 
vibrant activities, XANA is the perfect place 
for couples, singles or families to enjoy an 
unforgettable day by the beach.

After a swim in the infinity pool, head over 
to the restaurant and enjoy an array of 
delicious meals, ranging from XANA’s Tuna 
Tataki and South Beach Caesar Salad to 
the famous award-winning ‘MFY Smoked 
Burger’ – Phuket’s Best Burger 2015. The 
extensive menu also boasts modern inter-
national cuisine, including mouth-watering 
meat dishes, finger food and indulgent 
desserts, accompanied by a fine selection 
of wine from all over the world. 

In collaboration with Richard Gillam, the 
world famous mixologist, XANA’s bespoke 
cocktail features all the classics that one 
expects from the leading beach on the 
island, such as the King Cobra. Combining 
the sweetness of mango, a zest of lime, 
rum, vodka and a twist of chilli, this drink 
surely is one that bites! 

Every Friday night, XANA holds its weekly 
seafood BBQ buffet – which is a destina-
tion event across the island for visitors and 
locals alike. Make sure to stay around for 
the astonishing fire dance show on the 
beach! The fun has just begun, XANA’s 
Sunday Brunch featuring the largest 
number of live stations in Phuket, endless 
entertainments and surprises is back again 
from early November 2015 with even more 
exciting elements. 

When the sun goes down, XANA trans-
forms into a sultry bar and al fresco club 
where the music’s tempo rises and the 
vibrant lights add to the party atmosphere. 
The evening’s music progresses from relax-
ing, soothing sounds to up-beat house 
sets from Resident DJ Wii & Zii – the most 
well-versed Thai DJs- that pack up the 
dance floor.
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setting askew one false eyelash.
Him: OK sexy, I get the message. But a 
light lunch, especially with a fantastic choice 
of something like olives and bread, roast 
pumpkin and quinoa salad, Caesar salad or 
some soft shell crab.
Her: Yes, and just to make sure we go to 
sleep on the recliners how about one of the 
desserts? I love Pavlova, the milk and cook-
ies or peach and crème brûlée Napoleon. 
I mean, how does Garfield come up with 
these fantastic dishes?
Him: I don’t know and I don’t care, as long 
as he keeps coming up with them. Actually, 
I hear there are some new dishes on the 
menu for the high season that may keep us 
here permanently. Now, what was that kick 
under the table and the wink all about my 
little bouffant beauty?
Her (patting her carefully coiffured hair): Well, 
much as I would like to say it was about a 
chocolate spring roll, I had more of another 
sort of roll in mind. So let’s eat up. There 
will be plenty of other opportunities to enjoy 
BLISS in the future.
Lips smacking, the couple consume their 
meal of Marguerite wood-fired pizza and 
pork in holy basil before staggering off into 
the night to enjoy another form of “bliss.”

blissbeachclub.com

BLiss BEACH CLUB

BLISS is on a high. No, not 
THAT sort of high! A numbers 
high. 2015 was a blast. Our 
best since we opened over 
three years ago. So who’s 
discovering us for the first time 
— or more importantly — who 
keeps coming back?
Families love us. Aussies, Europeans, peo-
ple from all over the world are here. So why 
do they keep coming back for more?

Our menu is a major factor. Chef Garfield’s 
eclectic mix of cultural cuisine hits just the 
right hunger spot. More of Garfield’s great 
dishes later.

Of course our wonderful staff, many of 
whom know our guests by name and 
recognize them instantly, provide a warm 
welcome at a hip beach club that looks after 
the kids as well. 

Overall though, it’s that chill factor of 30°C. 
Sun (in mid rainy season), sea (calm enough 
for the kids), and sand (golden all year 
round). Add in the other factors and you 
can see why our reputation keeps expand-
ing — just like the waistlines of many of our 
customers after a Garfield signature dish.

Overheard at BLISS...continuing the musing 
of two happy guests.
Her: I say darling, look at this new menu 
Garfield has conjured up: a cornucopia of 
new delicious dishes. What shall we try?
Him: Cornucopia? Where did that come 

from? How about a kiss?
Her: Later darling, but I doubt if a little ro-
mance is going to top what’s on offer here.
Him: Try me sweetheart.
Her: Oh behave. I’m going to have the 
salmon larb. I know it will be hot with the 
larb, but then I’m pretty hot myself.
Him: Yeah, right. I concur. Anyhow, I’m go-
ing to try the lamb sliders as a good bit of 
nicely cooked sheep goes a long way with 
me — and, by the way, I hope to go a long 
way tonight.
Her: Oh you are silly. Never mind. Let’s tuck 
in. With so many new dishes, we will have 
to keep coming back every day for the next 
two weeks to try them all.
Him: (biting into a lamb slider) Yeesssss-
suuuuummmmh. 
Fade to a silhouette of the happy couple, 
chowing down on as many new dishes as 
possible. All thoughts of romance wiped out 
by the scrumptious new menu. It has that 
effect on people.

Continuing the eavesdropping on conversa-
tions of some very happy mystery guests. 
Fade in…
Him: Darling, I was thinking, we should 
come here for lunch and stay for dinner 
more often. Do you think that’s too much?
Her: Are you kidding? That’s a great idea. 
I was going to suggest it but thought you 
would want to play golf, go to the pub or 
something else equally boring.
Him: Nope. I think we should have a light 
lunch, a swim, a nap, a cocktail at sundown 
then stay for dinner.
Her: You are full of ideas today. Why can’t 
you be that creative when I ask you to clean 
up around the house, and…you know…
elsewhere? 
She kicks him lightly under the table with 
her Jimmy Choo sandals and winks, slightly 
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Surin Beach, Phuket
bimibeachclub.com

Be beautiful. Make friends.
International DJs, Easy Food & Drinks

Surin Beach-Phuket, +66 (0)76 316 580, bimibeachclub.com
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inconvenient obstacle to be removed as 
they make their architect’s statement or 
erect another monument to hubris. Pal-
leros thinks that he shall never see a poem 
lovely as a tree: his is a world of sensibil-
ity and synthesis; juxtapositions of the 
organic and inorganic, the natural and the 
man-made, where subtle contrasts be-
tween colour, texture and form are reborn 
as delightful journeys for the eye; design 
as narrative, vista as vignette. 

In Palleros’ world, design is not a fait ac-
compli to be handed off after completion, al-
ready tumbling towards entropy. Rather than 
seek cheap ‘wows’ in the here and now, he 
considers what a project has the potential 
to become and designs his creations to age 
gracefully and even improve over time. 

“When we entered into discussions we 
quickly realised that we shared the same 
values and that through our collabora-
tion we could create a very compelling 
proposition for buyers as an investment or 
lifestyle play, as well as an opportunity to 
be a part of a larger community vision.” 

Palleros is the hero of the hour, the man 
with the master plan, an architect who 
could see the forest for the trees, and 
has the talent and ability to weave nature 
and the environment into his designs as 
integral parts of their fabric. A child of the 
earth, Tierra Design’s principal now flits 
between his growing practices in Bangkok 
and Perth, Australia as demand mounts 
for his holistic, wide-angle approach. 
Some designers see landscape as an 

spaces, interludes of cloistered cool and 
perfectly judged proportions and pleasing 
perspectives.

The Twinpalms magic also rubbed off on 
Catch and Bimi beach clubs and Palm 
Seafood restaurant, also at Surin, hospital-
ity & entertainment concepts that set new 
benchmarks on the island and became 
magnets for the right kind of patrons. 
Perhaps, then, it is also fitting, even fated, 

assorted movers and shakers from Be-
yonce and Jay Z to Christian Audigier, Tyra 
Banks and Jean Claude Van Damme. 

Buenos Aires-born Palleros, of Tierra 
Design, conjured an ‘aesthetic master-
piece’, according to Nat Geo Traveller 
(UK) magazine, and a ‘Garden of Eden’ 
which seamlessly segues from lush bursts 
of tropical foliage and serried rows of the 
eponymous palms to soaring, sacred 

MoNtAzUrE

MontAzure Revives Palleros 
and Twinpalms Magic With 
Twinpalms Residences

Martin Palleros is an architect who was 
seduced by landscape design early in 
his career, so perhaps it is fitting that his 
enduring meisterwerk and calling card is a 
Phuket luxury resort named for two trees. 

Twinpalms, almost a decade on from its 
launch, continues to win accolades as the 
avatar of tropical modern minimalist chic, 
a temple of effortless cool and timeless 
style and a playground for A-listers and 

that Palleros, now at the height of his pow-
ers, finds himself once more designing a 
project that will bear the two intertwined grey 
palms of the Twinpalms brand, as well as the 
elegant hexagonal mark of MontAzure, the 
exclusive mixed-use community in Kamala 
district which as phase one has launched a 
branded residential beachfront condominium 
project on one of the last direct beachfront 
sites on the West Coast of the island. 
 
For Palleros is the designer of Twinpalms 
Residences MontAzure, not to mention the 
man tasked with the big picture, creating 
the overarching Master Plan for the entire 
MontAzure project. Palleros is also design-
ing a Sales Gallery on part of the absolute 
beachfront portion of land, scheduled to 
open in December, 2015. It will feature a 
Twinpalms-created restaurant right on the 
pristine pine-fringed beach in North Kamala.
Positioned at the luxury end of the tourism 
and second home investment market, 
MontAzure is the brainchild of three of 
the most prestigious property and hotel 
investment groups in Asia. 

Arch Capital (Hong Kong) and Philean 
Capital (Singapore), part of Pontiac Land 
Group, have teamed up with local partner 
Narai Group (Thailand) to launch what 
will be Asia’s most exceptional residential 
resort development.

“We are genuinely excited to enter into this 
agreement,” said MontAzure Managing 
Director Roland Bleszynski. “The Twinpalms 
brand is synonymous with a refined resort 
experience, and this combined with consist-
ently exceptional standards of hospitality has 
created strong recognition and above all an 
extremely loyal following worldwide.” 
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hills, each zone presenting its own chal-
lenges, with  distinctive flora, fauna and 
topographical features requiring distinct 
architectural vocabularies.

“Originally we were hired as landscape 
architects by MontAzure but the scope 
has grown to encompass  overall master-
planning, and also now the design of the 
condominiums in the beach zone,” Pal-
leros said. “We realised there were a lot of 
problems with the first masterplan, which 
did not adequately protect or take into 
account the green stuff with watercourses, 
steep hills, beautiful features. The client 
realised the issues we pointed out were 
important, and so they appointed us to 
take over the master planning and take a 
holistic approach to the whole site.”

Palleros describes the ascent from the 
beach zone thus: “After leaving the beach-
front we come to The Plains zone, which 
is a ‘linear park’ concept. So there is a 
sense of arrival that flows along the main 
entry to the project and also a pedestrian 
and cycling track that meanders from 
stretches of boardwalk along the main wa-
tercourses that wind their way down from 
the mountains and out to sea. And as the 
name suggests, there are also stretches of 
grassland, with various reveals and vistas 
catching the eye as you progress along 
with path, which is about a kilometre and 
a half in total.”

In the more rarified atmosphere of the 
Hillside zone, exceptionally exclusive three 
to five bedroom villas await, with architec-
ture by the doyen of Thai designers, Lek 
Bunnag, and interiors by the late Balinese 
interior design legend Jaya Ibrahim.

It is Palleros, however, who provides the 
glue that will hold this vast and diverse 
project together. “Clients are beginning to 
understand the importance of a holistic 
approach,” he said. “It’s not just a matter of 
hiring an architect and then having some-
one put some trees in the leftover spaces.”

“When you study architecture, you focus 
on the building, you are trained to look at 
it like a sculpture, whereas with landscape 
architecture, you look at every vista, every 
view plane, each wall and tree and every 
single bit of space as part of the whole.” 

“So when it comes to positioning of the 
buildings, the context, choice of materi-
als, we have a huge advantage over a 
traditional architect’s approach. That is 
why we gravitate to resort projects, where 
the relationship between landscape and 
architecture is so important.”

“The MontAzure site is a challenge and 
a joy to work on, as the variety of topog-
raphy is so unique. It goes from beautiful 
mature casuarina pines on the beachfront 
to real primary forest on the upper slopes 
of the hills, which is not something you 
expect to find in Phuket – trees growing 
in their original state, undisturbed and 
magnificent.”

“In these high hills, above 80m, there is no 
construction. Just forest, a green reserve 
with hiking and mountain bike trails, per-
haps a treetop walk. It’s going to be very 
special.”

Palleros takes special delight in revealing 
the specs and materials of his condo-
minium design for The Residences at 
MontAzure, which will later be comple-
mented by beach clubs, a retirement 
community, food and beverage outlets 
and other retail space.

Materials are chosen based on their po-
tential for patina, the grace-notes materi-
als accrue with age, like character, such 
as verdigris on copper, or moss on a roof 
tile. Palleros uses plants like chess pieces, 
strategically located to soften view planes, 
create dramatic shadow-play or spread 
their tendrils into intricate creeping organic 
screens and lattices. 

Despite his love for nature, you won’t find 
many soft curves or fluffy bits in a Palleros 
design. A lover of the linear, Palleros is 
ahead of the curve and knows a straight 
line is the shortest distance between two 
points. Palleros designs do not meander or 
waste your time; here is a man who finds 
himself at vanishing point, painting with 
perspectives like an architectural Picasso.
Twinpalms Residences MontAzure will 
comprise of 75 luxury condominiums, with 
100 metres of absolute beach frontage, 
located between Millionaire’s Mile and the 
Amanpuri headland. It will be operated 
and managed by Twinpalms when it is 
completed towards the end of 2017. 

The project presents the first phase of 
MontAzure’s 454 rai site masterplan, 
valued at THB15 billion, which will feature 
a number of integrated components, 
including a branded five-star hotel, four 
beach clubs for public and private use, 13 
exclusive private hillside estate villas and a 
200 Rai nature reserve.

Kamala, neighbouring the famed ‘Mil-
lionaire’s Mile’, ranging from oceanfront to 
mountainside, babbling brook to murmur-
ing surf, ragged stands of casuarina pines 
casting dappled shadows on the golden 
sands of Phuket’s last large stretch of 
undeveloped beachfront to steep green 
slopes swaddled in almost impenetrable 
thickets of lush primary forest. 

MontAzure promises to be the crowning 
achievement in a career that includes col-
laborations with starchitect Kerry Hill on 
Amanresorts at Margaret River, WA and 
Curtis Island, Queensland, and landmarks 
in luxury like Phuket’s renowned Twin-
palms and Baan Yamu resorts, Chiang 

Mai’s Chedi, a landscape refresh for 
Bangkok’s legendary Sukothai Hotel,  
design and landscape for Bangkok’s 
trend-setting boutique hotel Ad Lib, a 
flagship Andaz Resort in Bali, and some 
of the most sumptuous private homes in 
Asia and Australia.

With both a Bachelor of Architecture 
specialized in urban planning from the 
University of Belgrano in Buenos Aires 
and a Master of Landscape Architecture 
honours degree from Florida International 
University, Palleros embraces a critical 
and reflective approach to design that 
references place and culture with modern 
sensibilities while providing a memorable 
experience and creating an environment 
that will endure.

At MontAzure, that means wrapping three 
distinct environments, or zones, into a 
series of memorable experiences and 
epiphanies, all part of a cohesive and 
spectacular whole. The project has been 
divided into beachfront, the plains and the 

Twinpalms Residences monTazuRe by The numbeRs

Number of units:  75 
Unit Types:   56 one-bedroom units, 19 two-bedroom units, with options for buyers to request 3-bedroom units. 
Ownership:   Foreign freehold available based on Thai Condominium Act 
Prices:   THB8 million – THB93 million (RMB1.5 million, USD250,000 – RMB17.1 million, USD 2.5 million) 
Site Area:   9.39 rai (15,000 sqm/161,000 sq.ft)
Architect:   Tierra Design 
Facilities:   Residents’ Lobby, Beach Club Café and Bar, Gym/Yoga Studio, Spa Pavilions, Library and Lounge, 
   Outdoor event spaces, On-site Management office 
Management:   To be operated by Twinpalms Management 
Developer:   MontAzure is a joint venture of three of the most prestigious property and hotel investment groups in Asia – 
   ArchCapital (Hong Kong & Shanghai), The Narai Group (Thailand), and Philean Capital (Singapore) part of 
   Pontiac Land Group – which have teamed up to launch Asia’s most exceptional resort residential development.

“We have really put a lot into getting the 
use of materials perfect for the environ-
ment,” he said. “For example, the treated 
pine we will use on the wooden trim and 
decking turns a beautiful silver colour as it 
ages, which will complement the colour of 
the pine needles in the casuarinas.

“The slabs of raw concrete which make up 
the main structural walls will be softened 
by the shadow play of the shade trees 
and also by creepers that will spread 
across the concrete over time, softening 
the appearance and making it feel more 
organic. It’s a very natural colour palette 
that complements the environment. We 
are determined to create something that is 
quite unique and different for Phuket.”

Website montazure.com
Email condos@montazure.com
Phone +66 93 624 8800
Sales office Kamala Beach, Phuket
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very comforting thought when you are 
purchasing a yacht. You can be certain 
the sale and post-sale service will be 
continuously well-managed and insightful 
with your best interest at the forefront.

Lee concludes, “Our new offices project 
the personality of Lee Marine, while 
readying us for the existing and new 
business that is moving with us. Clients’ 
testimonials become recommendations in 
themselves. As a Team, we are so pleased 
to build relationships with our clients and 
have the opportunity to assist them to 
decide on what is best for them.”  You are 
most welcome to visit their offices and 
step aboard their prime yacht selection at 
the Thailand Yacht Show, February 11-14, 
2016.

www.leemarine.com   

LEE MAriNE 2016 rEADY!

Having recently moved their 
Lee Marine headquarters and 
operations to Ao Po Grand 
Marina, the announcement of 
the Thailand Yacht Show (TYS) 
being held there early 2016 
was particularly welcome. 

The prestigious Ao Po Grand Marina 
sets itself apart by having deep water 
access allowing access to mega yachts 
up to 100 meters and an enviable 
location on the east coast. Joshua Lee, 
Founder and Managing Director of Lee 
Marine International Marine Brokerage, 
says: “Lee Marine is delighted with the 
announcement of the inaugural Thailand 
Yacht Show, which in our view, promises 
to become the most important in Asia 
over the next few years. We are very much 
looking forward to being a major player in 
this event.”

The TYS features Lee Marine presenting 
the biggest ever fleet of boats in their 18 
year history. Brands from the Ferretti Group 
(Ferretti Yachts, Pershing Yachts, Custom 
Line & Riva) Riviera, and Cantiere delle 
Marche as well as a number of superyachts, 
will have a significant display. One of the 
highlights from Lee Marine is the Asian 
premiere of the Ferretti 550 which is due to 
arrive in Asia early January. This brand new 
model will be available for inspection at the 
show. With direct access to the spectacular 
Phang Nga Bay, conducting sea trials on 
some of these incredible yachts during the 
show will be very easy. 

Lee Marine’s success simply said in a 
word is based on – passion. “We love 
what we do. Our years in this business, 
our experience, knowledgeable team and 
reliability are proven. Combined with a 
select yet wide range of products, full 
vessel management, complete turn-key 
care packages and a premium location 
gives a full picture of what Lee Marine 
offers the yacht enthusiasts”, says Lee.

Lee’s vision of a proficient, organised 
brokerage company continues to 
flourish. There has been no looking back. 
Their realisation combines passion, 
dedication, integrity and expertise. Each 
and every Lee Marine broker has strong 
yachting skills, be it power or sail, and 
of the internal workings of yachts. This 
knowledge is integral to the company’s 
high standard operations yet alone a 

081 375 6280 | 076 360 811
sales@royalphuketmarina.com

royalphuketmarina.com

ENJOY...

Buy FReehold FRom 
THB 13.5M

• Phuket’s Finest Health Club with FloodLit Tennis Court
• Six Restaurants on the Boardwalk
• Owners Privilege Card
• Underground Parking
• 2-3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments & Penthouses
• 25 metre Swimming Pools
• Overlooking Phuket’s only 5 Gold Anchor Award Marina

Rent fRom 
THB 50K per monTH

Close to British International School, Phuket International Academy, Phuket Town,
World Class Golf and Supermarkets

Waterfront Living 
at its Finest
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you will find peace and tranquility, as well 
as professional staff that knows our prod-
ucts well and will listen to and understand 
your need. They will take care of you and 
suggest you only the best fitting and suit-
ing swimsuit. 

Happy beach life!

Tel/Fax: +66 (0)76 23 86 64
info@kaandabeachlife.com
www.kaandabeachlife.com

KAANDA BEACH LifE:
tropiCAL jEwELs

Three years after it’s first 
introduction, and six years 
since Katalina Collection was 
born in the beautiful island of 
Phuket, the brand continues 
to take international fashion 
to the beaches of Thailand. 
At the same time the brand evolve around 
the values of a Buddhist lifestyle; kind, 
balanced and openminded.

The new collection – Tropical Jewels – is 
committed to make you feel completely 
free and comfortable, yet full on in style 
whatever the occasion. We complete the 
look with several matching coverups like 
maxidresses, studded beach tankdresses 
and pants in strong prints and solids.

KAANDA still has the signature beautiful 
and high quality fabrics, soft linings and 
the bhuddist loveknot accessory that finds 
it’s way to decorate each item in several 
thrilling ways.

One of the brightest Jewels is the colour-
ful and young vibrant print we call Baby 
Snake. Another is a fresh and bursting 
floral swirly print named Neon Flower. The 
bright turquoise will match back to both. 
Some of the Jewels in the collection are 

studded, and the detail will bring some at-
titude. Especially on the black bikinis and 
suits, but also on the young lime green. 
It is even there on the simple, sporty and 
cool tank dress. Studs.

The crown of our Jewels is WildCat! Our 
interpretation of the immensly popular 
leopard print comes in so many shapes. 
The earthy tones and the natural variations 
in the print fits any age, any belief or any 
occasion. It is a bomb!

All the “bottom” Jewels in KAANDA beach 
life have various coverage, anything from 
seamless semi-thong, cheeky and latin to 
intermediate and full coverage. KAANDA 
is also presented with matching coverups 
and accessories to help you get the ulti-
mate total look. The best way to purchase 
anything is to make sure you can combine 
it in many ways!

In our newly renovated KAANDA beach life 
shop in Boat Avenue and the one in Surin 
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the next day. That night when you get 
home you research the best shoes for 
trail running and click “buy”. The shoes 
are a hundred dollars. The phone number 
goes in the trash.

There is a girl you see a lot at the gym, 
who always does these weird leg exer-
cises you’ve never seen before. She’s 
beautiful. You make it a point to not look 
at her - because you are overly worried 
about looking creepy like that guy in the 
blue shirt who never wears underwear 
and always hangs around the lat pull-
down machine - but you notice this girl 
is always at the gym when you are, and 
seems to always choose the bench next 
to you. You turn up the Slayer and con-
centrate on making your puddles bigger.

Your ex parades her new boyfriend 
around, flatly ignoring you the entire 
time. He is taller than you, more ripped 
than you, better looking than you, and 
- according to the Greek chorus of your 
mutual friends - he comes from money. 
As you watch her introduce him to every-
one but you, you remember how her blue 
eyes lit up underneath the ferris wheel 
on her birthday when you gave her those 
bracelets she’s wearing. In your pocket, 
your hand makes itself into a fist.

That night, you deadlift your body weight. 
You sneak a photo of yourself in the 
mirror and email it to yourself with the 
subject heading “You Are A Warrior”. The 
next day you are disgusted with yourself 
and delete it.

You make puddle after puddle after pud-
dle and eat single chicken breasts and 

but lift 5 lb weights and use the elliptical 
machines with the old people, do it until 
your sweat makes a puddle on the floor. 
Then go home and go to bed early and 
the next day do it again. And then again. 
And then again.

Listen to stories of your ex-girlfriend fuck-
ing around with gross and terrible people, 
stories from your friends who think they 
are doing you a favor. Go to the gym and 
make more puddles of sweat. Buy books. 
Learn about different muscle groups and 
how they work together. Start eating 
healthy. Learn about nutrition. Plan out 
your week of meals. Try to forget her.

After work one night, go up up up all 
the way to the top floor of the parking 
garage and walk all the way to the back. 
Look out at the twinkling lights of the 
skyscrapers of downtown Los Angeles 
and think about how every single one of 
those office lights represents a person. 
Try to imagine how they feel. What they’re 
doing right then; if they miss someone 
special, if they wonder if someone special 
misses them. Then realize that most of 
those lights are probably shining into 
offices with no one in them except for a 
custodian or two. Realize you are alone, 
that you are staring at no one. Turn your 
collar up against the cold and drive home 
to a meal of a single chicken breast and 
steamed vegetables. Go to sleep. Go 
back to work. Go to the gym. Sweat.

Buy a scale. Pick a goal weight. Imagine 
the goal weight as a shining beacon on 
a hill. You are at the bottom, in the dark. 
Talk to her at work. Notice the awkward 
way she walks in high heels and her 
goofy smile when she looks over at you. 
Feel something clench inside your chest. 
Think about the gym and what muscle 
groups you are going to work that night.

Get on the treadmill. Push yourself to 
level 3, then level 4. Then 6. Run so fast 
you feel like you are going to die. Hit level 
10. Pray for death. Think of how bad she 
makes you feel. Find the strength to keep 
going.

Late one night, make the mistake of 
looking at her Facebook and Instagram 
posts. Feel lower than you ever thought 
possible. Unfriend her and try to forget 
what you’ve seen. She is doing things 
with other people that you asked her to 
do with you. She is having a great time 
without you, and you are wasting your 
life listening to Taylor Swift on repeat and 
making sweat puddles on a gym floor.

BrUtALLY HoNEst gUiDE to 
LosiNg wEigHt

I’ve spent the past year 
losing 80 lbs and getting in 
shape. A lot of people have 
been asking me how I did 
it; specifics like what diet I 
was on, how many times a 
week I worked out, etc etc. 
So I thought I’d just answer 
everyone’s questions by 
giving you guys step by step 
instructions on how you can 
achieve everything I have… 
IN JUST 4 EASY STEPS! 
Ready? Here we go!!!

1.) NO BEER
This is a big one, and one that you’ve 
probably heard before. Every time you 
drink a beer, it’s like eating seven slices of 
bread. That’s a lot of bread!

2.) PORTION CONTROL
This is especially true when you go out to 
eat at restaurants. A good trick to do is 
when your meal comes, cut it in half and 
right away ask for a takeout container, so 
that you can save the rest for later - and 
even better, if you start your meal out 
right by ordering lean meats and veggies, 
you’ll slim down in no time!

3.) HAVE YOUR HEART BROKEN
And not just broken; shattered. Into itsy 
bitsy tiny little pieces, by a girl who never 
loved you and never will. Join the gym at 
your work. Start going to the gym regu-
larly, and even though you don’t know 
that much about exercise and you’re way 
too weak to do pretty much anything 

Watch as your life shrinks down to four 
things: 1.) work, 2.) the gym, 3.) the 
food you eat, 4.) sleep. She wears the 
necklace you bought her and tells you 
that she got it “from someone who’s re-
ally special”. That night you discover that 
Slayer’s “Angel of Death” might be the 
perfect song to do squats to.

Start to make friends at the gym. Vince 
and you spot each other on Wednes-
days; Chase and you spot each other 
on Fridays. You used to look down on 
bro nods and fist bumps - but since 
that’s how gym rats communicate, that’s 
become the language you speak most 
often. Work, Gym, Food, Sleep. Over 
and over. More sweat puddles. More fist 
bumps. You run hundreds of miles and lift 
thousands of pounds.

You start to see new people working 
out here and there and you realize you 
have done something you once thought 
impossible: You have become one of the 
regulars. Once in a while, you are the last 
one leaving the gym. You make a point to 
get to the gym earlier, but your workouts 
start to stretch from one hour to ninety 
minutes to two hours. You are now rou-
tinely the last person at the gym. You run. 
You lift. You make more puddles.

Your body changes slowly, then all at 
once - you are suddenly thin and muscu-
lar. You hit your goal weight, pick a new 
one, then hit it again. You go out and buy 
new clothes. You receive wave after wave 
of compliments. Your ex tells you that 
she’s seeing someone else. Your chest 
clenches. You feel exhausted.

That night you go to the gym. You listen 
to all her favorite songs. You run farther 
and lift more than you thought your body 
was capable of. It is a good workout. It 
leaves you numb. You go home and eat 
a single chicken breast and steamed 
vegetables. You go to sleep. You dream 
of a bottomless black puddle.

You’ve stopped drinking alcohol months 
ago, so now when you hang out at bars 
or parties you don’t talk to anyone new. 
But with your new body and new clothes, 
gorgeous women hit on you constantly. 
One time, a woman literally comes up to 
you and says she thinks you’d be good 
in bed and hands you a napkin with her 
number on it. As she is talking to you, her 
hand resting on your chest inside your 
shirt, all you can think of is how badly 
you need to beat your best time sprinting 
across the park across from your house 

work and sleep and the weather gets 
warm and then gets cold and you know 
all of Taylor Swift’s songs by heart and 
the only things that exist in the entire 
universe are you and The Gym and then 
something different happens: a night 
comes where you are not the last person 
in the gym. 

It is you and the girl who does the weird 
leg exercises. You end up walking out at 
the same time.

Her name is Melissa and she works in the 
building next to you. She’s worked there 
for two years. She asks you out to dinner 
on Friday, promising it’ll be healthy. The 
leg exercises are Pivoting Curtsy Lunges.

You start seeing Melissa a lot, both inside 
the gym and out. You tell no one. You 
add a couple cheat days to your week - 
for when you two get dinner and share 
dessert - and you start getting a lot less 
sleep. You phase out Slayer in favor of 
Springsteen. Vince and Chase note that 
you’ve stopped looking like you’re pray-
ing for death when you run. Your ex texts 
you late at night to ask you out to coffee, 
but you don’t write her back. You can’t 
remember the last time you fantasized 
about puddles.

One night you’re walking Melissa to her 
car in the parking garage and she is 
parked up up up all the way on the top 
floor. She says she wants to show you 
something and she takes your hand and 
leads you all the way to the back. You 
both stand there in the dark looking out 
over the twinkling lights of the skyscrap-
ers of downtown Los Angeles. 

“Isn’t it beautiful?” She says. “All those 
lights.”

You tell her that yes, it’s beautiful, but 
it makes you sad. All those pretty lights 
mean nothing; they’re just shining into 
cold lonely offices with nobody in them. 
Melissa squeezes your hand and says 
yes, each light is an empty office - but 
they’re only empty because the people 
have all gone home for the day. All those 
twinkling lights aren’t sad; each one is a 
person who’s at home, happy with the 
one they love. And how romantic is that?

You look at her in the lights and she 
smiles. Something in your chest expands.

Late one Sunday afternoon you are writ-
ing out your rent check and realize it’s 
been exactly a year since you started 
working out. You think of all those miles 
you’ve run and those pounds you’ve lifted 
and chicken you’ve eaten and puddles 
you’ve made. It doesn’t seem that bad. 
You realize that it’s not about hitting a 
goal weight, or lifting a weight. It’s about 
being able to wait. Waiting, being patient, 
and trusting that life will slowly inch along 
and things will eventually get better. After 
all, change takes time. 

But time is all it takes.

4.) NO FRUIT JUICE
Too much sugar!!!

aaronbleyaert.tumblr.com/



Phuket‘s  Most Exciting & 
Stylish Contemporary 

Luxury Yacht
Charters

Andaman Cruises Phuket’s most exciting & Stylish 
Contemporary Yacht Charters, takes you on lavish 

adventures into the vibrant marine playground of Phuket 
and beyond. get ready with our private charters for an 
amazing voyage to stunning tropical islands around the 

exquisite sailing waters of Phuket archipelago aboard the 
regions most luxurious cruising yachts.

In addition luxury join-day cruises are available onboard 
mY olympia 76 (large picture) from tHB 7,700 (Nov-Apr) 

per person and tHB 5,900 (may-oct).

076 316 562, book@andaman-cruises.com 
andaman-cruises.com
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LifE spENt iN A BABYLoN 
sANDBoX 

I used to think lipstick was 
just for girls, but that was 
more than thirty years ago, 
before Asia and the sandbox. 
If you want nice, you’ve come 
to the wrong place. Please 
turn the page and don’t read 
any more, or you might be in 
danger of just suddenly turn-
ing to stone.

Sodom and Gomorrah are not terms that 
often pop up these days, unless you’ve 
gone off on a religious bent and trust me, 
a little random verve never hurt anyone. At 
least not where the bruises show during 
your day job, or else that safe word came 
up in the nick of time. 

This year, as in other years, I decided 
to once again compile my written rants, 
raves and all variants between the cracks 
of my mind into one place called a book. 
However, this year, with life under a 
volcano of collective disruptive events, 
things seem to have turned into a savage 
beast that no one is capable of taming. It’s 
beyond Zootopia. 

I found my thoughts turning, as they often 
do, to caffeine inspired rhetoric and the 
outcome is the latest collection of burnt 
ends entitled “Slave to the Bean”. But 
these simple words did not seem enough 
so I enlisted my slightly demented and 
incredibly talented friend, Jason Gagliardi, 
to frame the massive craziness with digital 
artistry. The task has turned into an ugly 
monster, as the all-nighters ensured, and 
his lone mission, tapped out on an iPhone 
and iPad, became something of a freefall 
descent into the ashes of Babylon. 

However, in the end, the awful craziness 
has been rewarded with inspiring 
visual eye candy, and some haunting 
storylines, which have turned into a yin 
and yang, intertwined with hopeless 
depravity. Life in the sandbox means that I 
don’t really need a vacation: compelling as 
it is all-consuming, and one never knows 
where the next airplane might land.

Bill Barnett is Managing Director of C9 
Hotelworks, a Phuket based hospitality 
consulting firm. He also writes the popular 
online blog www.thephuketinsider.com. 
Over the past decade he has amassed an 
extensive wardrobe of shorts, and flip-flops.
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Wet Berth/hard stand/travel lift 50 tons/
workshop/contractors

A new Marina in Krabi!

KrABi BoAt LAgooN

A paradise for all nature 
lovers! 

Krabi Boat Lagoon is a new marina which 
opened in late 2012 and built by the same 
group that own and operate the successful 
Phuket Boat Lagoon. This new marina has 
berths for up to 80 vessels, a hard stand 
for up to 100 boats, a 50 ton travel lift, 
workshops and contractor services.
Krabi is becoming a popular global holiday 
destination and with its own connecting 
international airport and short driving 
distance to nearby provinces, Krabi is 
undeniably booming and providing an eye-
catching opportunity for everyone. 
This region is famous for its beautiful 
natural environment, such as Koh Phi Phi 
and Hong Island with white sandy beaches, 
waterfalls, emerald pool, and charming, 
friendly town.

Krabi Boat Lagoon is located in a natural 
mangrove area, easily reached by a 
15-minute drive from Krabi international 
airport. Entrance by the sea is clearly 
marked and the lowest tide depth is 1.5 
meters. The marina provides good shelter 
during the monsoon season and is a viable 
alternative to the often exposed marinas 
in Phuket. Being only a 15-minute drive 
from the recently opened Tesco, Big C, and 
Macro superstores, this marina is close to 
all the amenities that were previously the 
sole domain of Phuket.

Krabi Boat Lagoon is also home to a 
modern condominium complex based 
around the marina. It is currently one 
of the most competitive and affordable 
waterfront condominium developments in 
the world. Conveniently located 2.5 hours 
from Phuket international airport by road, 
and only 1 hour by speed boat; Krabi Boat 
Lagoon provides the perfect marina hub 
and a fine place to stay or live.

The Cleat Condominium is sold under a 
freehold strata structure, meaning that 
foreign nationals can own up to 49% of 
the units. The developer offers a rental 
management service to provide an 
attractive rental yield. Rooms are now 
rented out on a daily, weekly, or monthly 
basis. Property price appreciation is also a 
key incentive to all discerning buyers.
Our condominium project is a low-rise 
building with 3 floors and a total of 45 
rooms. Each room is decorated in a 
different style, from contemporary-nautical 
to modern themes. The units overlooking 
the marina present a luxury waterfront 
location with unobstructed views. This is 

a rare opportunity to own units with boat 
moorings. Some units also offer a lush 
tropical mangrove view with sunsets. A 
fresh sea breeze gently blows into the room 
when you wake up to view of the sunrise 
and sunset on the penthouse rooftop. It is 
a perfect residential community for:

•	 Marina lovers;
•	 Boat owners looking for a place to 

keep their boat and home together in 
a secure and convenient  location;

•	 Wise investors seeking a different 
choice for property investment.

•	 Retirees who seek privacy and 
tranquility – a luxurious natural 
environment in space and time;

Krabi Boat Lagoon marina development is 
clearly a unique project with only a limited 
supply of units. Residents also get access 
to the Clubhouse: a leisure facility featuring 
a swimming pool, fitness center, and 
library. The innovative parrot-fish design 
of the swimming pool gives a feeling of 
total relaxation, highlighting the distinctive 
character of the marina. It is also a great 
place to host a wedding or a party. Two 
upscale restaurants are already open.

As we never cease to amaze; we are also 
very proud to announce the launch of our 
new upcoming Beach Club project – with 
grand opening planned in mid-2016. Only 
a few minutes across from the marina, 
the club is easily reached by boat. This 
natural oasis will be a must-see beachfront 
property in the next high season and 

perfect for both relaxation and recreation. 
The club will feature a new and exclusive 
bar and restaurant, as well as sports 
facilities such as cycling track, tennis, 
swimming pool as well as kayaking and 
sailing lessons. 

Finally, we will be launching our exclusive 
Krabi Boat Lagoon Resort. This bungalow 
style accommodation is situated in beautiful 
lush scenery with unique marina views and 
will offer full privacy and comfort which will 
form a perfect spot for your vacation. Our 
professional staff will ensure that your time 
spent here is extremely memorable.

Whether we are joining us as a guest or a 
resident – either way, we’ll make sure that 
your stay with us is extraordinary!

Krabi Boat Lagoon Co.,Ltd.
175 Moo 2, Ban Klongsai, Talingchan, 
Nueakhlong, Krabi, Thailand 
Tel: +66-75-656-017, 08-6281-0330
Email: info@krabiboatlagoon.com
VHF: 67
GPS: N 08º00’43.6 E 098º57’42.1
www.krabiboatlagoon.com

Low-rise condominiums (only 24 units) with marina sea view starting from
THB 3.1 mill (fully furnished). Holiday rentals available for short & long term. 

www.krabiboatlagoon.com
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pHUKEt BoAt LAgooN HoMEs

Phuket Boat Lagoon is a well-
known, marina development 
established 20 years ago. 

We are in an ideal location at the center of 
Phuket island; 25 minutes away from the 
international airport, 5 minutes from the 
British International School, 20 minutes 
from Phuket International Academy, and 
10 minutes to Big C, Tesco, Central 
Festival, and the up and coming Central 
Embassy and Blu Pearl — the most 
luxurious shopping mall in Asia. We are 
just 15 minutes away from the historic 
old town of Phuket, Loch Palm Golf 
Club, Phuket Country Club, and Bangkok 
International Hospital; 20 minutes from 
the beaches of Patong and Bangtao, 
and 30 minutes from Blue Canyon 
golf course. Driving to places is very 
convenient here, and the most practical 
way to travel. 

There is a full service marina, commercial 
shops, and residential project. The 
communal facilities include gated security 
with 24-hour guards, Siam Commercial 
Bank, Villa Market, nine restaurants, a 
bakery, medical park, dental and skin 
clinic, spa, offices, salon, swimming 
pool, and fitness center. There are 
private reserves of water resources to 
ensure water will always be available to 
residents (very important in Phuket during 
the dry season). All the power lines are 
located underground to give a beautiful, 
streamlined upscale development look. 

The entrance to the marina is clearly 
marked by the nautical theme signage 
next to the PTT petrol station at Koh Kaew 
junction. A warm and lively ambiance 
welcomes you when entering the project 
with people cycling, driving, walking, or 
even traveling about in a buggy. 

Residents do not need to leave the 
complex as everything is within walking 
distance, providing all the comforts of daily 
life, and the luxury of being a home owner. 

Marina Properties Asia is an exclusive 
property agent for the residential project in 
Boat Lagoon. We manage properties for 
short-term rental: daily, weekly, monthly, or 
long-term. The property can be purchased 
and rented out at high occupancy rates, 
providing good investment returns. 

Vacant land plots are for sale with land 
sizes from 620 sq m. You can build your 
own dream home or we can build it for 
you. 

Ready-to-move-in houses are available 
— from cozy 2 bedroom waterfront 
condominiums to 6 bedroom luxury pool 
villas. Prices start from THB6m for the 
smaller properties to THB120m for the 
larger homes. There are a range of homes 
to suit individual requirements: 

•	 Furnished or unfurnished options are 
available; 

•	 Different styles of decoration such 
as traditional Thai style, tropical, 
contemporary, minimalist, or modern; 

•	 Small pool or large free form 
swimming pool with slide; 

•	 Housemaid cleaning service, garden 
service, swimming pool service; 

•	 Private mooring for boat lovers 
in front of their home — a unique 
concept of boating and living; 

•	 Boat owners can leave their boats in 
the marina in wet berth or hardstand.
The unique concept of boating and 
living. There are various contractors 
providing a very good quality repair 
and refitting service at competitive 
prices. 

Residents can enjoy the benefit of a great 
location living near to all the important 
places. This is a real international family-

friendly community, especially for children 
attending the international school. They 
can easily make new friends and feel 
at home in a secure environment. The 
prime location and unique marina village 
development concept is truly a distinctive 
factor. This is a prestigious address, 
sought after by homeowners and investors 
alike. 

The Marina Properties Asia office is 
located next to Les Diables bakery on the 
Boat Lagoon boardwalk. 

You will enjoy living at Boat Lagoon! 

Marina Properties Asia, 20 Moo 2, 
Thepkasattri Road, Koh Kaew, Muang, 
Phuket 83000
Tel. +66-76-238-948
Email: info@phuketpropertytrip.com 
www.phuketpropertytrip.com

w w w.phuketproper t ytr ip.com

PHUKET BoaT Lagoon HomEs
E xc lu s i v E  A g E n t  f o r  B oAt  l A g o o n  P r o P E r t y:  s A l E ,  r E s A l E ,  s h o r t  t E r m  & lo n g  t E r m  r E n tA l
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pLAstiC sUrgErY iN pHUKEt

My name is Caitlin McVeagh. 
I’m a 21-year-old personal 
trainer who grew up in Noo-
sa, Australia and now live in 
tropical Darwin, running my 
own expanding fitness busi-
ness.

I have always been very active and 
passionate about health and fitness. 
Growing up on a farm, there was always 
lots of hard work to be done and as soon 
as I was old enough I joined my first gym. I 
really wanted to learn about all the science 
behind exercise as well as how and what 
actually worked, so I began studying to 
become a personal trainer. Still not feeling 
like I knew enough, I started looking at a 
group of people who could successfully 
change their body composition — 
bodybuilders. This inspired me to prepare 
for competition myself and really learn 
through experience and networking. In my 
latest competition I became the INBA NT 
Bikini Overall Champion. 

However, in changing my body composition 
and becoming leaner, I really noticed my 
breast size dropping and this bothered 
me. As much as I loved my lean muscular 
physique, I really wanted to keep my 
femininity. All the women who had 
inspired me to begin my fitness journey 
had beautiful shapely bodies that looked 
killer in a bikini! I was forever wearing push-
up bras and bikinis, never feeling totally 
confident in photo shoots, whether at the 
beach or on stage. Fitness competitions 
are really all about symmetry and 
proportions so without much breast tissue 
I never really felt 100%. My goal is to 
one day compete at pro level so getting 
my proportions right was a necessity in my 
eyes. I know how to change and sculpt 
every part of my body, but unfortunately, 
breasts are not something you can grow 
without putting on fat!

Making the decision to get plastic surgery 
in Thailand was easy! I had previously 
traveled to Asia on many occasions so 
felt completely comfortable and safe. A 
lot of my friends had gone there before 
me with great results. It was so nice to 
turn the experience into a holiday and 
recover in complete luxury and comfort 
with no worries. For the same price as just 
the surgery in Australia I had an incredible 
three week holiday!

I traveled to Phuket a week before surgery 
to make the most of my time there. I 
was able to go elephant trekking, island 
hopping, snorkeling, jet skiing, go-karting, 
and best of all, swimming in the pristine 
waters. Even after surgery I was able to 
enjoy amazing food, shop at the markets, 
and recover in complete luxury. I stayed 
at the Amari Phuket which is the perfect 
spot for relaxing! They had buggies to 
drive me up to the ocean wing so I didn’t 
have to walk up hills during my recovery. 
In the morning I was collected and taken 
down to the most incredible and exotic 
buffet breakfast I’ve ever experienced — 
on its own private beach. The photos you 
see here were taken at the Club lounge 
pool.

Everything was perfectly organised at 
the Phuket International Aesthetic Centre 
(PIAC) from start to finish, by friendly and 
very caring staff. My surgeon, Dr Narupon 
was amazing. I was able to show him 
exactly the look I wanted and he explained 
the best options for me to achieve it. I 
had lots of questions and he answered 
everything clearly, and carefully explained 
the whole process. It all happened very 
quickly and was a lot easier than I had 
initially thought. Basically, I had no pain! 
This was a great surprise to me, as I had 
prepared myself for it, but the nurses were 
always there, making sure I was 
completely comfortable and reassuring 
me. I had an amazing nurse before I 
went into surgery, holding my hand and 
answering all my nervous questions with 
a genuine, caring smile. My recovery was 

excellent and speedy, and by following 
Dr Narupon’s recommendations, I have 
eased my way back into the gym with no 
trouble at all. 

Getting plastic surgery at PIAC is one of 
the best decisions I’ve made. I only wish 
I had done it sooner! I’m so happy and 
much more confident now. Being able 
to go shopping and pick any outfit I like, 
without having to worry about filling it out, 
is the best feeling. I love training hard 
now and taking part in photo shoots and 
competitions — it has given me a lot more 
belief in myself.

I highly recommend anyone who is 
looking at plastic surgery to consider 
PIAC. Phuket is such a stunning location, 
the surgeons, nurses and staff are all 
incredible; plus it is so affordable. What 
more could you want? All my friends 
and family have been asking about my 
experience and I just can’t speak highly 
enough about PIAC. It really does tick 
all the boxes when considering plastic 
surgery: www.plastic-surgery-phuket.com

I will be back to Phuket for sure and 
look forward to discovering more of this 
beautiful part of the world. 

I can’t thank PIAC and Dr Narupon 
enough for making this such an incredible, 
positive experience and opening up a 
world full of amazing opportunities for me.

Caitlin X
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CHERNTALAY  
Police Station

SRISOONTHORN RD

185 / 11, 191 Moo 7, Srisoonthorn rd., T. Srisoonthorn, A. Thalang Phuket 83110

Tel.: +66 (0)76620106 / +66 (0)910404000
email: contact@petsmagicplanet.com

www.petsmagicplanet.com

Open from 9 am - 7 pm

Where 
your pet 
dreams 
come 
true

PETS MAGIC PLANET

The best international brands
The ultimate choice 
Luxury accessories & jewels

Pala is 
my name 
waiting 

for a nice 
family

Who are you Christian Jallabert — an 
alien from another planet?

I am a true product of France and long-
term Thai resident. I have been here for 
21 years in total, 16 of which have been 
spent in Bangkok and 5 in Phuket. My 
age is unimportant. Although I have retired 
from the defence industry, I still keep busy 
with some aeronautic consulting just to 
keep the rust away from my brain cells.

How did you come up with the idea of 
opening a pet shop?

My wife and I have always been cat lovers. 
When we moved from Bangkok to Phuket 
we were a crew of 9; ourselves and seven 
kids — sorry, cats. Our first problem was 
how to find the necessary food and health 
care for our four-legged little cannibals? 
A quick online search and a drive 
around Phuket Island revealed a totally 
unexpected vacuum in terms of pet shops 
in the northern part of the island where 
we had settled. The nearest well-stocked 
shop was at best a 90-minute round-trip. 

We hoped that the proximity of the famous 
animal hospital would at least solve the 
health care problem. With the largest 
bunch of cats (we have 30 at the moment) 
we rapidly became one of the hospital’s 
best clients and created strong and 
friendly ties with the staff and owner. The 
idea of a pet shop partnership came about 
quite naturally. That’s how “PETS MAGIC 
PLANET” was born.

What makes “PETS MAGIC PLANET” 
different from other pet shops?

Firstly, I would say that it is the biggest 
and most professionally managed pet 
shop on the island, with more than 250 
sq. m of shelves displaying the best 
selection of food products (local and 
international brands) for dogs, cats, fish, 
turtles, etc. Prices are adapted to suit 
everyone’s budget and our experienced 
staff are always available to help 
customers with clear and fair advice. 

A large choice 
of accessories 
such as collars, 
leashes, clothes, 
beds and even 
jewels are 
available — 
nothing is too 
much for your 
beloved pet. 
What also makes 
a difference is that 
all our products 
have been 
carefully selected 
and tested by the 
veterinarians at 
the animal hospital 
and by our own panel of consumers (my 
cats and my partner’s dogs).

This adventure would not have been 
possible without the participation of the 
husband and wife team of Khun Aom and 
Dr Ae, as well as Dr Nampeth, a successful 
young Thai entrepreneur. In the future, 
our intention is to make “PETS MAGIC 
PLANET” the flagship of a national (or even 
international) pet shop network.

The grand opening 
of “PETS MAGIC 
PLANET” took 
place last January. 
Since then, are 
your customers still 
satisfied with your 
services?

Undoubtedly they are, 
as the numbers never 
stop increasing, and 

today we have gained the loyalty of more 
than 650 people; roughly half “farangs”, 
half Thai, which is extremely encouraging.

We have really filled a gap in the market, 
and the combination of an animal hospital 
and pet shop at the same location with 
easy access is a great concept that has no 
equivalent in Phuket. Shop for your pet while 
vets check on them is our second slogan. 
By the way guys, bring this magazine with 
your pet and get a special gift.

We look forward to meeting you and your 
pet, of course.

Pets Magic Planet
Where Your Pets’ Dreams Come True
185/11 Moo 7, T. Srisoonthorn A. Thalang
Phuket, 83110
+66 (0) 91 040 4000
contact@petsmagicplanet.com
petsmagicplanet.com

© Laetitia Botrel
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Plitvice Waterfalls
Plitvice Lakes National Park in Croatia is the home of 
some of the most beautiful waterfalls on the planet, 
with 16 cascading lakes in crystal-clear shades of em-
erald and turquoise. Water flowing over the limestone 
and chalk over thousands of years have created the 
barriers, resulting in natural dams that form incredibly 

stunning waterfalls as well as rivers and caves.

Angel Falls
Venezuela’s magnificent Angel Falls is the world’s 
highest uninterrupted waterfall, about 3212 feet high, 
with the single longest drop at 2648 feet. It plunges 
from a tabletop mountain deep in an equatorial rain-
forest, with the remote region frequently shrouded in 
clouds and revealing this gem to the lucky few here 

on a clear day.

Detian Falls
Detian Falls (translation: Virtuous Heaven waterfall) 
showcase a classic Asian landscape of rocky outcrops 
towering over lush rice paddies. Straddling the border 
of China and Vietnam, they produce a dream-like mist 
over the tiers of the 300-foot-wide cascade on the Quy 

Xuan River.

Niagara Falls
Niagara Falls is the most powerful waterfall on the 
continent. It’s actually the collective name of three 
falls along the international border between the United 
States near Buffalo, New York and the province of On-
tario in Canada. American Falls and Bridal Veil Falls sit 
on the U.S. side, while Horseshoe Falls drops on the 

Canadian side.

Kawasan Falls
The Philippines’ Kawasan Falls in Badian, southern 
Cebu, are often found on lists of the most breathtak-
ing waterfalls in the world. They’re surrounded by lush 
tropical vegetation, tucked between the mountainous 
peaks of Barangay Matutinao and Badian. Many come 
to view its magnificence as well as to swim in the cool 

lagoons and sit underneath their spray.

Havasu Falls
The most photographed waterfall in the Grand Can-
yon, Havasu Falls plunges over fiery red rocks, pool-
ing into turquoise waters deep within a remote region 
of the park. Its thunderous roar can be heard from a 
half-mile away, echoing off the sheer rock walls that 

surround it.

McWay Falls
McWay Falls on California’s Central Coast near Big Sur, 
may not be as famous as some, but it’s no less spec-
tacular. This 80-foot waterfall in Julia Pfeiffer Burns 
State Park plunges off the cliffs onto the sand at the 

edge of the Pacific, flowing year-round.

Yosemite Falls
Yosemite Falls in California’s Yosemite National Park is 
the highest measured falls in North America. At 2425 
feet from the top of the upper falls to the base of the 
lower falls, it’s the sixth highest waterfall in the world. 
It flows from November through July, with peak flow 

occurring in May.

Snoqualmie Falls
Snoqualmie Falls is one of the most impressive in the 
Pacific Northwest. Located just 40 minutes west of 
Seattle in the Cascade foothills, the falls spread across 
an entire cliff face, taking on a current form while they 
tumble and roar, shaking the earth and sending a 

blinding spray far above the gorge walls.

Torc Waterfall
Part of what makes Torc Waterfall so special, is its 
falls fairy-tale like surroundings in Ireland’s Killarney 
National Park. The waterfall is 80 feet high, and by 
climbing the 100 steps or so just to the left of it you 

can also take in breathtaking lake views.

Iguazu Falls
These spectacular falls along the Iguazu River border-
ing Brazil and Argentina stretch across two miles of 
rain-forested cliffs, featuring an incredible 275 indi-
vidual waterfalls, making it one of the most jaw-drop-
ping treasures on the planet. When seeing the view 
for the first time, former first lady Eleanor Roosevelt 

exclaimed, “Poor Niagara!”

Burney Falls
These amazing falls on Burney Creek in McArthur-
Burney Falls Memorial State Park in California were 
called the “Eighth Wonder of the World” by President 
Theodore Roosevelt. The roaring water comes from an 
underground spring above the 129-foot falls with an 
almost constant flow of 100 million gallons a day, even 

during dry summer months.

Manawaiopuna Falls
Manawaiopuna Falls is also referred to as Juras-
sic Falls due to its starring role in the film, “Jurassic 
Park.” The incredibly scenic 360-foot high waterfall 
located on the island of Kauai in Hawaii used to be a 
secret waterfall, but once the world got a glimpse of 
it on the big screen, people started arriving in droves 

to see it in person.

Victoria Falls
Victoria Falls, located on the Zambezi River between 
Zambia and Zimbabwe in southern Africa, is believed 
to be the largest waterfall in the world. Its indigenous 
name, Mosi-oa-Tunya, is quite apt, literally meaning 

the “Smoke that Thunders.”

Bridal Veil Falls
Bridal Veil Falls has to be one of the most photogenic 
places in New Zealand. They are 55m high. They’re 
known in Maori as Waireinga, or Water of the Under-

world.

Gullfoss Falls
Gullfoss Falls, or Golden Falls in English, is one of Ice-
land’s most popular attractions. It features two dis-
tinct drops in succession at right angles to each other, 
while spanning the entire width of the Hvítá River. On 
a summer afternoon, you’ll frequently see spectacular 

rainbows in its wafting mist.

Kilt Rock Waterfall
Kilt Rock Waterfall rushes down the sheer face of the 
cliffs on the Trotternish Peninsula between Portree 
and Staffin on the Isle of Skye in Scotland. With its 
vertical basalt columns forming the pleats and various 
stones and deposits representing a pattern, it’s said to 

resemble a Scottish kilt.

Multnomah Falls
Multnomah Falls, just outside Portland, Oregon along 
the Columbia River Gorge is the tallest waterfall in a 
state filled with hundreds of magnificent falls. It plung-
es in two major steps, split into the upper falls at 542 
feet and the lower falls at 69 feet, with a gradual nine 

foot drop in elevation between the two.

Wallaman Falls
In the land Down Under, Wallaman Falls in Girringun 
National Park is the highest permanent, single-drop 
waterfall in Australia. It’s part of the Wet Tropics World 
Heritage Area, home to some of the oldest rain forests 
on the planet as well as a wide variety of endangered 

animals and plants.

Ventisquero Colgante Falls
Translated in English, Ventisquero Colgante means 
Hanging Glacier. The falls flow out of Hanging Glacier 
in Chile’s Queulat National Park, with a massive vol-
ume of water pouring out from underneath and plung-
ing 1400 to 2000 feet below to the floor of the narrow 

valley. Wo
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Sai and Danny are 
established property 
developers with an 
interesting background. For 
the past decade, they’ve 
been involved in various 
property developments 
in one way or another, 
involving sales, marketing, 
planning, construction and 
administration. They’ve 
both earned a reputation as 
“hands-on” operators, having 
contributed to the success 
of several projects around 
Phuket Island. We had the 
opportunity to meet them and 
ask them a few questions.

Tell us about yourselves.

Danny – I’m a Thai Belgian born in Bang-
kok and spent my childhood in France and 
Switzerland. I came back to Thailand 10 
years ago to seek new opportunities and 
enjoy the better quality of life that Asia has 
to offer. I was given the chance to work in a 
successful real estate agency selling prop-
erty in various areas around Thailand.

Sai – I’m a Bangkok City woman. After 
graduation, I joined a marketing firm pro-
moting holiday destinations. This led me to 
travel around by myself, and I ended up in 
Europe for a few inspiring years. In 2007, I 
came back to Thailand and based myself 
in Phuket.

What happened then?

Throughout our years in the field, we’ve 
had the opportunity to invest in property 
and generate good capital gains and rental 
returns and that has enabled us to acquire 
land and become property developers.

Why Phuket?

Phuket has so much to offer in terms of 
quality lifestyle and living standards. The 
weather is warm all year round and the 
beaches are just magnificent.

Geographically, Phuket is at the center of 
a region of the world that is economically 
thriving. We are gifted with an international 
airport that connects us with all the major 
cities of South East Asia. It is a paradise 
retreat right in the middle of a booming 
economical expanse.

You’ve based yourselves in Surin Beach, 
why?

Surin Beach is considered to be one of 
the top beaches on Phuket Island. I mean, 

just look at it! Its beauty is unprecedented. 
We are literally surrounded by 5 star hotels 
and high-end residential homes. There 
are excellent restaurants and beach clubs 
servicing this community. The people we 
meet here are so fresh and alive; it’s hard 
to describe, you’ve just got to be here to 
understand.

What are you developing in Surin Beach?

A couple of years ago, we started de-
veloping a condominium project we 
named 6th Avenue Surin, located only 
650 meters walking distance from the 
beach and comprising 137 units in total 
(www.6avenuephuket.com). Construction 
completion is on January 2016. A sec-
ond project named Palmyrah Surin was 
launched in November 2014 and which is 
now sold out. This is located at just 300 
meters from Surin Beach and comprises 
164 units (www.palmyrahsurin.com).

What made you design these types of 
properties?

Throughout our years in the real estate 
sector, we had the chance to meet many 
people seeking to buy vacation homes or 
permanent residences around the island. 
What we saw was an increasing demand 
for affordable properties in high-end loca-
tions such as Surin, where most available 
properties here are in a much higher price 
range due to limited land and increasing 
land value, thus limiting development pos-
sibilities. Our products cater to this demand 
for affordability.

Can a foreigner own property here?

Yes they most definitely can. It is worth 
noting that most buyers are foreign nation-
als from all around the world. That also 
explains why we’ve never really felt any 
slow-downs, as there is always someone 
from somewhere wanting to buy a property.

You both seem somewhat young to be 
doing this….

Indeed, we started young, but you need to 
bear in mind that age is only a number. An 
important thing is to never stop learning. 
We are born with one mouth and two ears; 
this means that we should listen twice as 
much as we speak. It’s a proven fact that 
you learn quicker that way.

Where do you see yourself in the future?

Here, right here in Phuket. We are offering 
management services to all our clients, 
who want to rent their properties out. Our 
developments represent us, so our pres-
ence is paramount. We will continue to 
do what we do best and offer attractive 
products to people looking to have a better 
lifestyle and a good annual return. After all, 
who wouldn’t want to live on a paradise 
island?

Since your future is here, tell us about 
your plans.

We are involved with the development of 
a prime beachfront land, erecting an up-
market hotel comprising some 200+ rooms 
scheduled to be completed and operational 
by the end of 2018.

Buying a condominium or villa has become 
more delicate due to the current worldwide 
economic situation. Although acquiring a 
property has always been an appealing 
option due to its potential to generate an 

attractive rental income and yearly capital 
appreciations, the overall impact the econ-
omy has on buyers is such that there has 
been an increasing trend of buyers looking 
for smaller scale investment opportunities 
that standard property investments simply 
cannot offer due to the higher selling price. 
There is thus a gap in the property market 
that standard condominiums and villas are 
unable to fill.

Another trend are the buyers who genuinely 
want to invest but lack the understanding 
and confidence in the local real estate mar-
ket to commit to a large investment.

We look to service this demand for small 
scale acquisitions by offering comprehen-
sive investment packages within our devel-
opments. This will enable first time buyers 
to test the waters before fully committing 
to a property purchase in the near future. A 
guaranteed yearly return is provided as well 
as complimentary usage of our beachfront 
property and accompanying hotel services 
and facilities whilst on vacation here.

When they feel the time is right to purchase 
a villa or condominium, their initial invest-
ment with us will be used as a discount on 
the purchase price of their new property.

This makes for a very interesting alterna-
tive especially considering the small initial 
investment price required.

6avenuephuket.com
palmyrahsurin.com

PALMYRAH 
SURIN

S U R I N
C O N D O M I N I U M

TH6 AVENUE
S U R I N
C O N D O M I N I U M

TH6 AVENUE

Come Visit Us today! 
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a spectacular tropical landscape with 
the Andaman Sea to the West and lush 
tropical mountains to the East, a cool-
ing breeze on your skin and fresh air to 
breathe are part of the Diamond experi-
ence. 

Time spent at Diamond Condominium will 
provide you with all the conveniences that 
make for a perfect holiday. At Diamond 
you are ideally located between Laguna 
and Surin Beaches and are surrounded 
by restaurants, shopping centres, luxury 
spas and massage facilities and perhaps 
most importantly, you are just minutes 
from some of the regions finest beaches. 
Our shuttle bus is available to take you to 
unspoilt Bangtao Beach for a fun day out 
with your family or a refreshing swim in the 
dreamy turquoise waters of the Andaman 
Sea. For those who prefer a little exercise, 
the sea and a whole host of other activities 
are a short stroll away.

In addition, the project has the required 
Government EIA (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) approval, so you can be 
assured our environmental management 
practices are to the highest standard and 
all within a secure, gated community.

Good things come and go and you should 
take advantage when the opportunity 
arises. Buying an apartment at Diamond 
Condominium is such an opportunity - the 
ultimate coastal lifestyle is waiting for you.  

LUXUrioUs frEEHoLD ApArtMENts
pHAsE ii sELLiNg Now

For thousands of years, 
the diamond has reigned 
supreme among the gems 
of this planet. It is timeless 
and truly the ultimate 
symbol of sophistication and 
refinement. 

That’s why we have named our premium 
residential development “Diamond Condo-
minium.” We firmly believe that our project 
offers you the highest quality, yet at a 
surprisingly affordable price! 

A quality community is hard to find, and 
is often unattainable for most people 
because it is priced beyond their means. 
This is not the case, however, at Dia-
mond Condominium. Project Manager 
and Developer Jo D’Hondt, with unerring 
determination, states: “We want to build 
something that people want to buy; some-
thing that has good quality, is great value 
and in a prime location for a correct and 
affordable price.”

And indeed he stays true to what he 
believes and is committed to delivering his 
promises! Diamond Condominium enjoys 
breathtaking panoramic views of this tropi-
cal paradise and condominiums come at 
surprisingly affordable prices. Ranging 
from 3.1 to 7.3 Million Baht, there is a 
selection of well-designed and practical 
1 and 2 bedroom floor plans to choose 
from. Simply put, it’s not only an amazingly 
affordable dream but a dream come true. 

Whether you want an invigorating swim or 
a relaxing time with family and friends, at 
the heart of our project are four swimming 
pools plus a jacuzzi set within 2,000 sqm 
of park-like tropical landscaping. With 
a total land size of approximately 8,480 
sqm, the 365 units will be professionally 
managed by Jones Lang LaSalle. Dia-
mond Condominium we offer investors 
a 7% guaranteed return on investment 
for 3 years.

Words and expressions come and go and 
eventually lose their essence. Neverthe-
less, “Location, Location, Location” 
still holds true today and should never be 
ignored when investing in real estate. The 
site for this premium community has been 
carefully selected, and enjoys a prime 
location between Laguna and Surin 
Beaches, one of the most sought-after 
areas on this island paradise. Set amidst 
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Strategically located right in 
the centre of the island and 
just off the main Thepkasattri 
Road, Royal Phuket Marina is 
a unique community of water-
front residences where resi-
dents can enjoy the best facili-
ties and lifestyle Phuket has to 
offer, all on their doorstep.

This unique, award-winning waterfront 
community is complete and comprises 
ready-to-move-in condominiums, 
penthouses, Aquaminiums and luxury 
villas of which each has a private attached 
yacht berth.

Royal Phuket Marina’s central location 
– within a few minutes of Phuket Town, 
world-class golf courses, prime west 
coast beaches, the island’s major 
shopping facilities, international hospitals 
and the international airport – makes it a 
top residential choice for Phuket residents 
and families.

Consider this: where else can you walk 
from your property, step on to a boat 
and be on a nearby sandy island within 
minutes or from the same location in 
the other direction be in an international 
shopping mall within 10 minutes. Royal 
Phuket Marina is about having the best 
of both worlds – access to the water, and 
access to the rest of the island.

Royal Phuket Marina’s perfect location is 
complemented by its extensive facilities 
making it a destination in its own right.

Within a few steps from your door, 
residents can enjoy six dining outlets 
on the marina’s Boardwalk, boutique 
shops, health and wellness facilities which 
includes the island’s premier health club 
and floodlit tennis courts, and for those 
who wish to stay connected at all times 
high-speed fibre optic internet is available 
throughout. Additionally, each home 

owner receives a Royal Phuket Marina VIP 
Card entitling the cardholder to special 
privileges and discounts at facilities within 
the marina and select outlets around the 
island. 24-hour security and private key 
card access to the condominium buildings 
ensure safety and privacy for residents, 
while the expansive underground car 
park with direct access to above-ground 
facilities and condominiums offers a cool 
and dry convenience for residents.

Adjacent to British International School 
and within a short drive of a number of 
other international schools, Royal Phuket 
Marina is an ideal location for families. 

The soon-to-open Kids Mania at Royal 
Phuket Marina will have indoor play 
areas with soft area, ball pits and lots of 
fun activities, together with an outdoor 
zone with a multitude of slides, climbing 
equipment, and other playground equipment 
such as swings. This, together with the 
adjacent British International School and 
other international schools a short drive 
away, adds to Royal Phuket Marina’s appeal 
as a safe and private residential community.

Adding to the lifestyle proposition is the 
marina itself. The only 5 Gold Anchor 
award-winning marina in Thailand, it is the 
jumping off point for more than 30 island’s 
and the famous Phang Nga Bay, most 
within 20 minutes by boat. Heading north 
to Similan and Surin Islands, and on to 
Myanmar, or south to Trang and Langkawi, 
Malaysia, hundreds more islands make 
up the best cruising grounds in the world, 
and all are accessible within a day (or less) 
from the marina. 

Over the next five years, ongoing 
investment at Royal Phuket Marina will see 
the addition of two market-leading resorts 
and the expansion of the marina facilities, 
which together will further underscore 
Royal Phuket Marina’s status as the 
leading waterfront lifestyle destination 
while enhancing the residential experience 
and return on investment.

For more information on buying or renting 
a property at Royal Phuket Marina, call 
+66 (0) 81 375 6280 or visit 
www.royalphuketmarina.com

A R O U N D  P H U K E T

Private Islands, 
Beachfront & Sea View Land

for Sale

待售普吉岛和其他岛屿的沿海和海景地产

Lin Prachakrich  陈梦琳
WeChat: linphuket  |  tel: +66(0)818 922 419  |  email: linprachakrich@gmail.com

ISLAND BeAchfroNt LAND
7.5 rai / 12,000 SQM

THB 187,500,000

private island
275 rai / 440,000 SQM

4,950,000,000 THB

West Coast Land
10 rai / 16,000 SQM
THB 1,000,000,000

West Coast Land With existing business
13 rai / 20,800 SQM

THB 750,000,000

Island beachfront land
33 rai / 52,800 SQM

THB 495,000,000

island Beachfront land
26.5 rai / 42,400 SQM

THB 132,500,000
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To date, Iniala’s support has assisted 
Inspirasia Foundation, in achieving suc-
cess in supporting, both financially and 
non-financially local organisations and 
their exceptional projects ranging from 
working with women’s health issues, allevi-
ating poverty, and physical rehabilitation 
services, making a long lasting change in 
the lives of thousands of people in need. 

Back on the hill in East Bali I join the group 
of Iniala staff who are also here to visit the 
Annika Linden Centre, an incubator for 
impact created and funded by Inspirasia 
Foundation and to see the organisations 
Inspirasia supports and the work they do. 
They are laughing and joking about their 
terrible skills in the basketball tournament 
they participated in the day before. Not a 
normal game but one where they had to 
whiz around the court in wheelchairs, a 
first for many and all where impressed at 
how hard it is. 

Bringing over some of the Iniala staff to Bali 
really gave them a better understanding and 
clear picture of how philanthropy and busi-
ness go hand in hand. Because of them and 
the work they do the lives of some many 
in Thailand, Indonesia, India and Malta are 
being changed. There is something powerful 
about working with a company that values 
others and sees philanthropy as a big part of 
the business’ core. 

Since 2003, Inspirasia has directed more 
than US$11 million to outstanding local 
non-profit organisations reaching thou-
sands of individuals. As has been done in 
the past 12 years Inspirasia Foundation 
plans to continue to reach out to more 
people and organisations to have effective 
social impact that will also inspire others to 
give well creating a ripple effect throughout. 

Find out more at www.inspirasia.org or 
email info@inspirasia.org

6. Phuket is hot and humid throughout 
the year with the highest temperatures 
between March and early May. During the 
summer monsoon season of May to Oc-
tober, mornings are often sunny and clear 
with afternoon and evening rain. Novem-
ber to February is the “cool” season and 
the most popular time for tourist visits.

7. Phuket suffered extensive damage from 
the December 26, 2004 tsunami resulting 
from an Indian Ocean earthquake. Many 
of the damaged resorts were back in busi-
ness by February, 2005 and little tsunami 
damage can be seen on the island today.

8. Thailand launched the first of the 22 
U.S.-made tsunami-detection buoys po-
sitioned around the Indian Ocean as part 
of a regional warning system in December, 
2006. The satellite-linked deep-sea buoy 
floats 620 miles offshore near the midway 
point between Thailand and Sri Lanka.

9. Mountains that stretch from north to 
south cover 70 percent of Phuket.

10. Phuket has nine brooks and creeks 
but no major rivers.

11. Thepkassatri Road, one of Phuket’s 
main roads leads past the “˜Heroine’s 
Monument’ paying tribute to Thao Thep 
Kasatri and Thao Sri Suntorn. When the 

iNspirAsiA foUNDAtioN pHUKEt fUN fACts

“What IF... lives could be 
changed through business 
and philanthropy?”

High up on a hill, looking over at a group 
of school children from a remote village 
in East Bali I stop and reflect on how the 
lives of people living here have improved 
over the years. Smiles and laughter all 
around and the feeling that things can be 
different just fills you like a warm cup of 
tea. The children are interacting and sing-
ing with a group of staff from Iniala Beach 
House that are visiting East Bali to see 
first-hand how one organisation changed 
the lives of the people here.

These changes happen because people 
come together wanting to create better 
lives for people less fortunate then them-
selves and in today’s philanthropic culture 
there are so many innovative ways of 
giving. I always asked… What IF business 
owners and global executives did more to 
improve the lives of communities around 
them? How much more could be done for 
other communities around the world that 
aren’t so lucky? That’s when I stop and 
think about Mark Weingard.

Mark, a charismatic and generous busi-
ness man and philanthropist has made it 
a point to combine philanthropy and busi-
ness in every aspect of his work. Touched 
by death and a horrific tragedy, after his 
finance, Annika Linden, was killed in the 
Bali bombings in 2002, his understanding 
of life and his purpose of being changed 
and a journey of giving and inspiring 
started from that one tragic day.

Today, philanthropy is the pulse of Mark’s 
businesses including Iniala Beach House, 
in Thailand which has philanthropy built into 
their business model. Apart from auction 
packages, charity events and inspiring 
others, 10% of room revenues and 5% of 
other revenues go directly to the Inspirasia 
Foundation and other charities. Additionally, 
each September Iniala Beach House refer to 
this month as Inspirasia month and donates 
100% of room revenue to the foundation. 

1. Phuket (pronounced Poo-get) is Thai-
land’s largest island situated off the west 
coast in the Andaman Sea. Two bridges 
connect the island of Phuket to mainland 
Thailand.

2. Phuket is one of the 76 provinces that 
make up the country of Thailand. With 
69.5 million people, Thailand is the world’s 
20th most populous country. Tourism has 
helped convert Phuket island into Thai-
land’s wealthiest province.

3. More than 600,000 people live on the 
island of Phuket but the official registered 
Thai population was 360,905 people at 
the end of 2012. A combination of migrant 
workers, international expats, long-term 
tourists and Thais registered in other 
provinces who live in Phuket at least part 
of the year swell the population.

4. Phuket City — the largest town in 
Phuket Province — is the economic hub of 
the island.

5. Cruise ships calling on Phuket can 
dock at Ao Makham Deep Sea Port ap-
proximately five miles south of Phuket 
Town, but during the favorable weather of 
November to April they often in anchor on 
the west side of the island and tender to a 
temporary pier at the south end of Patong 
Beach. 

Burmese tried to invade in 1785, the 
widow of the deceased governor and her 
sister ordered the women to dress as men 
and take positions on the Thalang city 
walls. Tricked into thinking Phuket had 
many troops, the Burmese were afraid 
to attack Phuket and retreated due to 
starvation. The two women became local 
heroines. They received the honorary titles 
from King Rama I.

12. Throughout history, Phuket was on 
one of the major trading routes between 
India and China, and was frequently men-
tioned in ship logs of Portuguese, French, 
Dutch and English traders. Tin mining 
has been a major source of income for 
the island since the 16th century. Tin and 
rubber contributed to Phuket’s rich and 
colorful history.

13. Today 60 percent of Phuket is covered 
with forest, rubber and palm oil planta-
tions. Phuket’s rubber output helps make 
Thailand the world’s largest producer of 
rubber.

14. While Buddhism is practiced by 95 
percent of Thailand’s population, Phuket 
is a melting pot of indigenous Thais, Thai-
Chinese, ethnic Malays and sea gypsies. 
The majority of the Phuket’s rural popula-
tion is Muslim.

15. Patong Beach on the central west 
coast is Phuket’s most popular tourist area 
with inexpensive shopping and an intense 
nightlife scene. In Thai, Patong means “the 
forest filled with banana leaves.”

16. Karon Beach, Kata Beach and Kata 
Noi Beach are popular beaches south of 
Patong. North of Patong are the more 
relaxed and less-crowded Kamala, Surin 
and Bang Tao Beaches.

17. Snorkelers and scuba divers flock to 
the coral of Similan and Phi Phi Islands 
south of Phuket.

18. After its starring role in the James 
Bond movie ‘The Man with the Golden 
Gun‘, the bizarre, why-doesn’t-it-fall-over 
island of Koh Tapu in Phang Nga Bay was 
renamed James Bond Island. This famous 
bay is known for a number of limestone 
cliffs that jut out of the emerald-green wa-
ter like skyscrapers. During high season, 
the entire area is often crowded with tour 
boats.

travelingwiththejones.com

In Thailand, Inspirasia Foundation supports 
three organisations. Home & Life Founda-
tion in Khok Kloi is a self-reliant home for 
the children of some of the survivor fami-
lies and those who lost their families in the 
2004 Tsunami. The orphanage houses 25 
children providing them with a home, meals 
and teaches them entrepreneurial skills, life 
lessons and allows them to participate in 
normal family activities to help build a solid 
and stable foundation. Today the home also 
has a café-bakery, garden hydroponic and 
aquaponics plants which the older children 
run as an entrepreneurial project.

Since being funded in 2000, The Founda-
tion for Education and Development (FED), 
has been addressing the long term needs of 
marginalized Burmese migrant workers and 
their families in Thailand. The organisation 
helps Burmese migrant workers in South-
ern Thailand by providing education to their 
children, promoting job opportunities and 
fostering a safe and lawful environment and 
empowering the women to improve their 
situation.

Goodwill Foundation in Bangkok works with 
improving the quality of life of young Thai 
women via skills training and career services.

Inspirasia Foundation is a non-political and 
non-religious foundation which is supported 
by different businesses around the world. 
Supported by Iniala www.iniala.com and 
Aziamendi www.aziamendi.com.
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like lilies on a pond. Palm Seafood’s large 
wooden deck offers easy dining for couples 
or groups, while its large bar set on the 
seafront is sure to be a coveted spot for 
savouring drinks at dusk.

Palm Seafood’s seaside setting offers 
a majestic backdrop for weddings and 
special occasions, both day and night. 
Contact our team to find out how our sen-
sational setting and experience can help 
you create a memorable event.
 
Palm Seafood
Open 11am till 11pm daily. 
Tel 094 480 0883, 094 480 0937.
Bangtao Beach (700 meters North of 
Twinpalms Phuket Resort).
Car park across the beach road.

facebook.com/palmseafood 

pALM sEAfooD
BY twiNpALMs

Bringing contemporary style 
and delicious ocean delights 
to beautiful Bangtao Beach, 
Palm Seafood has quickly 
become Phuket’s coveted 
dining destination since 
opening in January 2015.

Found on the Bangtao beachfront, just 
700m away from the Twinpalms Resort, 
Palm Seafood celebrates the riches of the 
sea by serving up fresh seafood in imagi-
native styles and tastes.

Vibrant Tastes
Palm Seafood’s new menu presents the 
finest selections from Thailand and around 
the world. Try our fresh oysters, sourced 
both locally and from France and Australia. 

Choose from Phuket lobster, white snap-
per, blue crab, king prawns, garoupa and 
more, served grilled, steamed or poached 
with homemade spicy Thai chili, aioli, 
tamarind and tartar sauces. The sizzle and 
aroma of your top-quality selections will 
whet your appetite as they’re prepared 
by our chefs with finesse and care on the 
open grills.

Our Japanese choices include Sashimi, 
Sushi, Hosomaki, Rolls and Cones, each 
brimming with flavour and freshness. 
Other tempting dishes from the menu: 
Linguini with Andaman prawns, Spaghetti 
with clams and white wine sauce, Hok-
kaido scallop skewers, and King prawns in 
red curry paste.

Palm Seafood also sprinkles some tasty 
‘turf’ dishes into its ‘surf’ mix with New 
Zealand lamb chops, beef cheese burger, 
green chicken curry, and spicy minced 
chicken with Thai basil leaves.

Add romance or a sophisticated comple-
ment to your meal with our distinctive 
drinks, from Champagne Moet & Chandon 
Ice imperial served with fresh mint and 
berries, to a selection of sparkling, white, 
rose and red wines. After your meal, treat 
yourself to a delicious dessert, or perhaps 
a relaxing cigar session with our selection 
of top-quality Cubans.

Exotic Sights
Palm Seafood’s prime beachside location 
at the edge of a fishing village is con-
nected to the sea and Phuket’s age-old 
ways of life. Sit back and take in the 
full panorama of Bangtao bay, with the 

island’s iconic long-tail boats gliding in to 
anchor just offshore. As the sun sets over 
the sea, Phuket’s tropical glory is unveiled 
in full view. The perfect spot for a relaxing 
sundowner or a romantic evening escape.

Inspiring Design
Palm Seafood’s light and open style 
evokes the beauty and tranquility of the 
sea. Its design was created and brought 
to life by Martin Palleros of Argentina, 
designer of the Twinpalms Phuket Resort 
and several luxury properties around Asia, 
acclaimed for his elegant designs in har-
mony with nature.

The extra long sofa bench under roof cover 
is an ideal spot for groups to gather, while 
those seeking a bit more peace and exclu-
sivity may dine at one of the tables dotted 
along the restaurant’s central reflecting pool 

phuket’s most exciting 
Seafood restaurant, lounge & Bar

B A N g tA o  B e A C H
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The Surin Phuket is an exclusive beach retreat for 
discerning travelers, families and couples 

seeking relaxation and indulgence in a serene beachfront setting. 

The hotel is located on the tranquil Pansea Beach 
on the west coast of Phuket Island, Thailand and 

is a member of Design Hotels™.

The Surin Phuket 
Pansea Beach, 118 moo 3, Choengtalay, Talang, Phuket 83110 

t 076-316-400, 076-621-580-2, f 076-621-590
hotel@thesurinphuket.com, www.thesurinphuket.com

Find us on Facebook: 
facebook.com/page.thesurinphuket
or visit our website: thesurinphuket.com

tHE sUriN pHUKEt

Amidst coconut palms and 
gently rolling slopes, The 
Surin Phuket elegantly 
punctuates the tropical 
landscape along the island’s 
finest white sand beach at 
Pansea Bay. 
Paris-based architect and designer Ed 
Tuttle, who originally designed The Surin, 
has recently rejuvenated its 103 cottages 
and suites within a beachfront coconut 
grove are linked by jungle walkways where 
cottages nestled within the hillside enjoy 
partial sea views while suites offer direct 
beach access.

Tucked away at the fringe of the resort 
with a prime beachfront location is the 
Beach Restaurant. Enjoy a romantic 
dinner al fresco under the stars on the 
lush manicured lawn serenaded by the 
soothing waves while perusing the menu 
featuring authentic Thai Cuisine and fresh 
grilled seafood and BBQ inspired by the 
seaside, open from 5-11pm. 

The peaceful setting of the Spa has 
been created with thoughtful intention, 
in harmony with the natural beauty 
of the surroundings. The Surin is the 
home-away-from-home experience you 
have always dreamed of, set in a truly 
remarkable location—the ultimate in 
Southeast Asian seaside serenity. 
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to the amount of additional tax payable. 
Further a surcharge of 1.5% per month on 
the tax payable is applicable.

It should also be noted that an “ad-
ditional” category of tax is also payable 
each time the rent is paid. It is the duty 
of the payer of the rent who is renting the 
villa to deduct a “withholding tax” from 
the rental payment and submit it to the 
local Revenue Department. However, both 
the person renting the property and the 
owner of property who is renting it out the 
property and receiving the rental payment 
are jointly liable for the payment of this 
withholding tax.

The amount of withholding tax depends 
on whether the owner is a tax resident of 
Thailand and also whether the payer of the 
rental is a juristic person or an individual. If 
the owner is not a tax resident of Thailand 
the withholding tax rate is 15%. The legal 
status of the payer does not matter if the 
owner is not a tax resident of Thailand. If 
the owner is a tax resident of Thailand and 
the payer is a juristic person, the withhold-
ing tax rate is 5%.

Finally, please note that the withholding 
tax is not an additional tax on the rental 
income; rather it is a pre-payment of the 

owner’s personal income tax. 
The withholding tax will be 
credited against the own-
ers final annual income tax 
liability. However, if the with-
holding tax is not paid when 
the rent is paid significant tax 
and penalty liabilities are ap-
plicable.

DUENSING KIPPEN is an international law 
firm specializing in business transaction 
and dispute resolution matters, with of-
fices in Bangkok and Phuket, Thailand and 
affiliated offices in 45 other countries. Visit 
them at: duensingkippen.com 

Make It Right The First Time

We believe it’s important to keep your core 
competencies in-house. We take a hand-
on approach to each step of the manufac-
turing process, and we have a lot of fun 
making our products.

Our factory in Bensenville, IL has all of our 
processes under one roof. We have a mix 
of vintage machinery and new state-of-
the-art equipment to combine the best of 
both worlds. We love making great prod-
ucts with our hands, and we’re excited to 
share our passion with you.

redmalt.com

tAXAtioN of pErsoNAL rENtAL
iNCoME iN tHAiLAND

rED MALt - CUstoM jEANs

Many purchasers of real 
estate in Thailand are not 
using their newly purchased 
home as a permanent 
personal residence. Such 
assets are often meant to be 
used as a holiday home only 
and are unoccupied for the 
remainder of the year. 

One of the ongoing financial burdens of 
owning a holiday home is the common 
area fee and is normally incurred even if 
the purchaser does not use his asset. In 
order to cover such expenses, or simply to 
receive a return of investment, some pur-
chasers rent out their holiday home and 
thereby earn rental income. These owners 
should also then be aware of the tax li-
abilities that they also incur when earning 
rental income in Thailand.

It is important to note that the duty to pay 
tax on rental income in Thailand does not 
depend on being a “tax resident” of Thai-
land or whether you receive the income 
in Thailand. This is often misunderstood. 
A tax resident of Thailand is “any person 
staying in Thailand for a period or periods 
aggregating 180 days or more (…)” (RC 
Section 41).

However, rental income is considered 
taxable income regardless of Thai tax 
residency under Section 40(5) of the Thai 
Revenue Code (“RC“). Section 41 states 
that “[a] taxpayer [i.e. “anyone”] who in 
the previous tax year derived assess-
able income under Section 40 (…) from a 
property situated in Thailand shall pay tax 
(…), whether such income is paid within 
or outside Thailand.”  Therefore, anyone, 
tax resident not, who earns rental income 
from a property in Thailand, must pay tax 
on that income and whether or not the 
rental income is paid on-shore or off-
shore.

The good news that the taxable income is 
not simply the rental amount the owner re-
ceives. The RC allows certain deductions 
on the rental income. According to Section 
43 of the RC in conjunction with Section 
5(1)(a) of the RC and Royal Decree No. 11 
(“RD“), expenses may be deducted “[i]n 
the case of houses, buildings, other con-
structions (…): [and] if let by the owner, a 
standard deduction of 30 percent shall be 
allowed as expenses (…)”.

The concept for Red Malt 
came to life on Kickstarter in 
2011. It began with a vision 
to create quality custom-fit 
jeans. We wanted to develop 
a brand that would embody 
American manufacturing and 
solve what we believe is an 
inherent problem: traditional 
denim companies do not ad-
equately address individual fit.

At Red Malt, we take a different ap-
proach.

Instead of mass-producing generic jean 
patterns, we incorporate each customer’s 
measurements prior to manufacturing. 
This ensures that every pair of jeans 
produced at our factory is unique and 
made-to-order. We’re committed to being 
involved in the design and creation pro-
cess—from start to finish.

Meet Sam and Leona

Sam first experienced custom-made cloth-
ing in 2009 during a study abroad trip. 
He purchased a few pairs of jeans from a 
company in India and he was impressed 
with the fit. He was concerned, however, 
with the quality, and this became evident 
when his pants ripped during a day at the 
office. Despite this, he was inspired to 
improve upon the concept and create high 
quality clothing that focused on custom-
ized fit.

Building a factory was going to be chal-
lenging and Sam knew he’d need help. He 
approached his classmate, Leona, who 
had been on the same study abroad trip a 
few years back. She had also experienced 
frustration when it came to finding great-
fitting jeans. If she found a great-fitting pair 

However, the emphasis on the “owner” 
here should be carefully noted. In cases 
where a development investor is actually a 
lessee (that is they have purchased a long 
term lease from the developer) and not an 
actual owner, the investor rents out their 
property to generate rental income, they 
are only “sub-renting” or “sub-leasing”.  In 
such cases the 30% standard deduction 
is not applicable. But a portion of the rent 
paid by the investor to their developer 
could be credited as an expense against 
such sub-lease income.

Rental income tax recipients have the 
option to define the taxable income by 
sufficiently documenting their actual rental 
income related expenses. If these ex-
penses are higher than the standard 30% 
deduction, are reasonable, and sufficiently 
documented, then it may well be worth 
the additional time and expense needed 
to claim these expenses. But it should be 
noted that the same restrictions on and 
regulatory evaluation of such claimed de-
ductible expenses applicable to corporate 
entities income in Thailand apply to such 
rental income earned by individuals.

The amount of tax payable is calculated 
on a progressive tax scale for personal 
income tax purposes as follows:

The individual tax payer is required to 
report and remit his income tax using the 
personal income tax return form PND 91 
by the end of March after the year in which 
the income was paid. Failure to report 
income can result in an assessment by the 
Revenue Department. The penalty is equal 

of jeans, it was nearly impossible to find 
another like them. When Sam pitched the 
concept of building a factory from scratch, 
she was immediately on board.

After a solid four years of research, devel-
opment, material sourcing, and hiring the 
right staff who shared our vision, Red Malt 
was born. We love what we do and are 
passionate about jeans that fit—and Red 
Malt is proof of that passion. 

I believe everyone should own a great 
fitting pair of jeans that they love to wear 
and feel confident in. We don’t use a size 

chart, which means no predetermined 
sizes, and no premade jeans.

leona lIu/ red malt
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Taxable Income  (Thai Baht)  Tax Rate 
0-150,000  Exempt
more than 150,000 but less than 300,000  5%
more than 300,000 but less than 500,000  10%
more than 500,000 but less than 750,000  15%
more than 750,000 but less than 1,000,000  20%
more than 1,000,000 but less than 2,000,000  25%
more than 2,000,000 but less than 4,000,000  30%
Over 4,000,000  35%



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  

Where Italian dining experience meet art and passion 

324/15 Prabaramee Road – Kalim Bay - Patong - Phuket 
Tel 076 618127 

email: reservations@acquarestaurantphuket.com 
www.acquarestaurantphuket.com 

www.fraualessandro.com 
 

By Alessandro Frau 
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oLiviEr sCHiBLi 

Oliver Schibli creates large 
graphic art pieces that will 
make any Phuket villa or 
condo full of excitement and 
color. 

He first arrived to Phuket in 2012 from 
his native Switzerland and was very 
impressed with the easy going lifestyle of 
this tropical island.

“Painting is a personal journey to know 
myself.  I’m inspired by my passion for 
travel and music. In my work I travel 
between cultures, colors, tunes and create 
artworks that reflect this; it can be just 
the colours from the island or a track from 
Solomun, Sade or Morcheeba. Colour 
transmits the soul of my work and adds 
more sense to the themes that I paint. The 
use of color, contrast and the composition 
are never left to fate in my paintings, it´s 
often very calculated.” 

“I’ve always worked on creative projects. I 
completed a four year art program in Berne 
and worked as a sign maker as I like the 
creativity and use of big color. I also work 
with sound and have organized electronic 
music festivals near the Matterhorn.”

Music is important for Oliver when he 
paints or fashions a sculpture. He listens 
to what he calls “Lifelines” while he paints.
“My work range is from paintings to art 
lights (mannequin-lamps). In my figures 
I uniquely capture emotional states, 
creating a gallery filled with dreams and 
passions. My paintings are full of harmony 
and color but also maintain a chic-chaos 
with my unique Lifelines. These Lifelines 
show how complicated life can be, but 
also that there is always a way if you want.
Each of these Lifelines is created 
spontaneously and are always based on an 
‘in the moment’ decision that dictates the 
direction and which element comes next. 
Exactly like in life when every decision you 
make brings you to another point where the 
next decision waits for you”.

He now sells from his exclusive online 
shop, www.bubucollection.com, where 
his customers can find a whole world of 
bright, colorful objects to animate their 
home or office. 

Oliver’s paintings often celebrate the 
female form in a graphic style. He also 
fashions art lights made from mannequins. 
He offers a world of interesting 
accessories, lacquer boxes, hats and 

even painted elephants. Currently, he is 
designing brightly colored scarves with 
their own custom made boxes that make 
unique, splendid gifts.

“For me, the canvas is a place of 
meditation and construction, of immersion 
in the past and projection in the future. I 
like to move on the border between figures 
and abstraction and I have boundless faith 
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in clean and bright colors as the intensity 
puts me in a mood that I want to share 
with others.”

“I love my work as an artist as I want to 
express my ideas through art and share 
them with my clients.”

Oliver welcomes guests to 
www.bubucollection.com

Jessi Cotterill is a passionate 
photographer. See her portfolio at 

www.jessicotterill.com

BY JeSSI CotteRIll
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Sandro Aguilera
exeCutIve CHef At INIAlA BeACH ReSoRt / fRom BARCeloNA, SPAIN / Age 43 / IN PHuket SINCe 4 YeARS

How did you become a chef?
My mum owns a catering company in Barcelona and I helped her there from the age of 14. I then went to Ferrandi l’ecole de gastron-

omie francaise in Paris to study as a chef for five years. During the following five years I worked at different restaurants 
in Paris. After that I traveled around South America, the US and Europe for a year before returning to Barcelona to open my own 

restaurant “Bacco a Bracelone”.
Cooking is considered an art form. How do you find your inspiration for new dish?

With a passion for your job, finding inspiration is easy. It can come at any time; you just have to keep a pen and paper handy. 
Inspiration comes from within your experiences, past jobs, people from other countries who taught you their recipes, 

cultures, happy moments around a table and of course current happenings in the culinary world. 
I don’t like working with the menu, but prefer to create dishes according to the fresh produce of the day. I like last minute kind of 

food; cooking raw ingredients which people can eat straight away. My style is a mix of Mediterranean and French.
Hobby?

Abstract painting. I started when I was 18. I watched my grandfather paint for many years before deciding to give it a try myself. 
I really enjoy it.

What is your secret of success? 
I’m honest and direct when I work. I’m honest with the produce; I know where it comes from and I preserve its pedigree. I don’t 
twist things too much. I’m open to new things. When I cook I’m very sincere to my clients, and confident about the food I offer. 

Interaction is a vital part of my success; exchanging stories and flavours with my clients is part of the experience I create.
Do you have any advice for people who’s entering this career?

Leave your ego at home for a bit. Share, learn and love what you do and how you do it. Put all your passion into it 
because being a good chef is not easy.

Hokkaido scallop-sweet potato-ceviche dressing
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exeCutIve CHef At ANANtARA mAI kHAo PHuket / fRom eNglAND / Age: 43 / IN PHuket SINCe 1 YeAR

How did you become a chef?
My mum used to cook a lot at home when I was younger and I loved helping her out in the kitchen. At school there were cookery 
classes which I was good at and enjoyed. By the age of about 14, I decided that cooking was the career for me. I got myself a part-
time job at my local hotel restaurant as a dishwasher where I also got to do some cooking. Then on leaving school at 16, I took an 

apprentice position at The Connaught Hotel in London.
Cooking is considered an art form. How do you find your inspiration for new dish?

Almost every day I will see or read something that gives me inspiration. I like to watch cooking shows and read cookery books, to 
see or read up on new techniques and remember things that I may have done years ago but have since forgotten. I then make notes 

on my phone for future reference. Then when I am working on a new dish for a menu I may read back on these notes to see if there is 
any technique or food item I can incorporate.

Hobby?
Watching football. I am a big West Ham fan and love watching the Premier League. Apart from that, I spend time with my family, 

making BBQs and chilling out by the pool.
What is the secret of your success? 

Have fun, enjoy what you’re doing and work hard. 

c H E fSpencer Kells
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exeCutIve CHef At BAmPot kItCHeN & BAR / fRom glASgoW, uk / Age: 33 / IN PHuket SINCe 2 YeARS

How did you become a chef?
I was a web designer for two years after leaving school. Then I went to France to work as a General Assistant at a hotel in 

Val-d’Isère, in the French Alps. That was my first experience of life in a commercial kitchen. I observed the operation, how everyone 
worked and the creativity involved in making and presenting food. I was hooked. I then went back to Scotland, quit my job in 

design, and applied to work as a commis chef at the Radisson, Glasgow. From there I honed my skills at several Michelin 3 star 
establishments. That’s how I became a chef.

Cooking is considered an art form. How do you find your inspiration for new dishes?
From experience. I consider what people want and the market trend. Inspiration can come at any moment: for example, 
when I’m on the beach and see something that inspires me to create a dish, or I see some ingredients at the market and 

want to create a dish around them.

Hobbies?
Motorbikes/surfing/snowboarding/music/food

What is the secret of your success?
Define success...I try to create accessible food in a social atmosphere.

Do you have any advice for people who are considering a career as a chef?
Don’t follow the money but the experience. Keep your mouth shut and learn to say “yes chef”. As a young chef you have limited 

experience, so don’t argue and think that you know better; listen, work hard and focus. The rewards will come.

c H E f

Jamie Wakeford

Dish: Ceviche: seabass with lime juice, tequila, red pepper and fennel. Pashka: passion fruit and (Chalong Bay) rum.
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energy disturbances from sources such as 
electro-magnetic radiation, structural de-
sign, and cosmic & earth-energy radiation. 
BioGeometry has also been successfully 
applied in agriculture, poultry, fish, and live-
stock farming to increase productivity and 
quality, while eliminating harmful artificial 
additives and treatments.

Just two decades ago everybody was 
afraid that the end of life on earth would 
come as a result of a third world war. We 
thought that the global extinction of life on 
earth would come from nuclear warfare 
and our carelessness towards our environ-
ment, endangering plant and animal life; 
the ozone hole and global warming causing 
natural disasters everywhere. However, 
the real potential danger is one that we are 
barely aware lurking just around the corner.

The age of information carries with it the 
potential to the global extinction of our 
civilization. We are continuously increas-
ing the amount of carrier waves needed 
for the wireless technology of modern 
communication in the earth’s atmosphere 
every day. These electromagnetic waves 
are thousands of times stronger than the 
level used in the communication in our 
body cells. The problem is not the satura-
tion of the earth’s atmosphere through 
quantity, but also a detrimental quality. 
Even people who avoid using high tech-
nology are not immune. No one is immune 
even if one lives at the far end of the world 
or on top of the Himalayas, because these 
are carrier waves with penetrating proper-
ties. It is like trying to move a breeze 
through a storm, our immune systems are 
continuously trying to correct the distor-

BiogEoMEtrY® sECrEts for
A NEw MEANiNg to ‘HoME’

BioGeometry® is Nature’s 
Own Design Language of 
Shape, Color, Sound, Number, 
and Motion. It reveals the 
hidden ways in which nature 
creates and distributes 
energy for the benefit of all 
living beings. Developed over 
three decades of intensive 
research by Dr. Ibrahim Karim 
of Cairo Egypt, BioGeometry 
teaches powerful, practical 
methods to test, differentiate, 
and apply the key energy 
qualities which affect 
health and consciousness. 
BioGeometry is a master 
energy science with unlimited 
potential applications.

BioGeometry energy-quality balancing solu-
tions have been shown effective in multiple 
scientific and medical projects conducted 
in Egypt and throughout Europe, including 
The Egyptian National Research Centre and 
The Egyptian National Hepatitis C Research 
Project.  It is currently being applied to ar-
chitecture, telecom networks, industrial de-
sign, boats, airplanes and many other fields 
to transmute the effects of environmental 

tion in the transfer of inner information in 
our body; very soon the threshold will be 
reached when a total collapse of our body 
defenses will take place.

BioGeometry is the patented science of 
using the energy principles of shape to 
qualitatively balance biological energy sys-
tems and harmonize their interactions with 
the environment as well as balancing the 
activities of daily life, achieving harmony 
with our inner and outer environments, 
humanizing modern technology, and inte-
grating science and spirituality.

To understand the effects of BioGeo-
metrical shapes on the human energy 
system, we have to recognize that the 
human body has an energy field around it, 
which has its own north-south axis. As we 
move around, the angle formed between 
our individual axis and that of the earth is 
constantly changing, and this in turn either 
strengthens or weakens our energy field. 
The positive range is very small, vulnerable 
most of the time, and is a major factor af-
fecting our health and well being. 
BioGeometrically balanced energy, how-
ever, considerably strengthens our energy 
fields to such an extent that we are not 
detrimentally affected by changes of orien-
tation. In fact, it appears to cancel obvious 
energy interactions predicted by currently 
accepted physical laws.

Research in BioGeometry was and still 
is mainly dedicated to the development 
of a new form of architecture that would 
enhance the human biological system and 
give a new meaning to the concept of 
“Home”. To upgrade the energy quality of 
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One of several BioGeometry pendulum tools based on Vibrational Radiesthesia.
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existing homes and cancel the potentially 
harmful effects of unchecked energy fields 
due to the architectural design, furniture 
layout, electrical wiring and modern ap-
pliances, specially designed decorative 
elements are strategically placed to neu-
tralize negative energy and add a posi-
tive quality to it. BioGeometrical shapes 
when designed or engraved on jewelry 
have shown positive effects on the body’s 
energy field, and reduce considerably the 
potential health hazards caused by cellular 
phones, computers and all other modern 
appliances.

The impact of geometrical shapes on 
human energy systems has always been 
universally recognized. This awareness 
gradually disappeared, and our “modern” 
approach is to consider these ancient 
forms either as symbolic art without func-
tion, or attribute them to magical prac-
tices. Although the modern development 
and practices are not directly derived from 
Ancient Egypt, a very advanced know-how 
in this field is evident when we analyze and 
use the shapes that they have developed 
thousands of years ago.

They must have been able to interact 
with nature in a more advanced way than 
we do today, based on the study of the 
vibrational properties of the geometrical 
shapes they used in their monuments, 
art, statues, amulets, and many other 
aspects of life. The effects of energy went 
beyond the Pyramid shape; the Ancient 
Egyptians used it in a very practical way in 
all aspects of their life. Unlike our modern 
energy forms that are highly amplified 
states of energies occurring in nature, this 
science dealt with forces on a natural level 
as they occur in nature. That means that 
this Ancient Egyptian science was more 
like a language that they used to establish 
two-way communication with nature. This 
two-way information flow process was 
used to establish total harmony in all ac-
tions between man and nature, to acquire 
a deeper knowledge about anything by 
accessing information about it’s working 
principles on the energy level, and most 
important of all to influence any action in 
nature by manipulating its energy patterns 
to achieve the intended results.

Pythagoras was the first to introduce 
to the western world the ancient Egyp-
tian way of correlating musical qualities 
with quantifiable, numerical values. The 
golden ratio of 1.618 expressed as the 
ultimate proportion of harmony, beauty 
and spirituality was used in the design of 

sacred buildings in Ancient Architecture 
to produce spiritual energy that facilitated 
connectivity with spiritual realms through 
resonant prayer. Popular among spiritu-
ally significant shapes are pyramids and 
hemispheres (e.g. the domes, that are 
the basis of religious buildings, be it a 
mosque, a church or a synagogue). 

These particular shapes are energy emit-
ters; they are shapes that produce a type 
of penetrating carrier wave which Chaum-
ery and De Belizal named, negative green, 
(which acts as carrier, like radio waves that 
carry sound information). The vibrational 
quality of negative green gives it very 
strong communication properties, which 
facilitate resonance with higher realms in 
prayer. Negative green turned out to have 
other properties, however, which make it 
very harmful under continuous exposure. 
Considerable research into this type of en-
ergy has been done by Dr. Karim, and the 
different components have been identified.

A revival of the Ancient Design Criteria 
or Canons in modern architecture was 

attempted by the Swiss pioneer of the 
modern architecture, Le Corbusier, with 
his “modular” system, which comprised 
two scales of dimensions based on the 
golden ratio.

BioGeometry and Health

The effect of BioGeometrical energy on 
health is not specific and not precisely pre-
dictable. It appears to amplify and balance 
the energy fields of the body on all levels, 
and thereby give the body greater power 
to heal itself. The healing process resulting 
from a strengthening and balancing of the 
immune system manifests differently from 
one person to the other; certain results, 
however, have been repeatedly observed.

BioGeometrical shapes balance the body 
energies on different levels; positive effects 
are usually felt on the emotional, mental, 
spiritual as well as the physical level. They 
have been found to be effective over a 
very broad range, including the protection 
against harmful radiation emanating from 
the earth (believed to be a major cause of 
cancer) and different types of man-made 
pollution. For specific healing purposes, 
research is being conducted in collabora-
tion with medical doctors in the science of 
BioSignatures®, which deals with energy 
of shape in relation to specific functions of 
the body organs.

BioGeometry Worldview

BioGeometry, the design language of 
shapes, is the proprietary science of us-
ing the energy principles of BioGeometry 
to amplify an energy quality manifest in 
nature that is found in the centers of all 
energy patterns of shape. This subtle 
energy quality is at the core of the forming 
process in nature, and is responsible for 
maintaining the harmony within energy 
structures of all systems (animate and 
inanimate), and providing balance among 
the different manifest energy qualities of 
the components of the overall patterns of 
that system.

BioGeometry has developed proprietary 
shapes and design principles that are 

used to replicate and amplify this highly 
beneficial natural subtle energy quality. 
The shapes interact with the body’s own 
surrounding energy fields, according to the 
natural laws of harmonics and resonance 
to introduce the energy quality balancing 
effect to the body’s subtle energy system, 
and the harmonization of energy interac-
tions with the environment. In order to 
understand how the application of the sci-
ence of BioGeometry can harmonize the 
energy qualities of the environment, we 
have to shift into the BioGeometry Qualita-
tive Worldview.

The BioGeometry worldview is a synthe-
sis of the energy qualities of a space, it 
encompasses what we can and cannot 
perceive; it is a holistic view that does not 
differentiate between what is visible and 
what is not. This outlook is based primarily 
on practical measurements of the energy 
quality of interactions according to an 
abstract Physics of Quality, and applied 
according to a sophisticated system of 
BioGeometry Harmonics, which integrates 
the metaphysical with the physical, the ma-
terial with the spiritual, and the sensory with 
the extra-sensory, in a harmonious unity.

BioGeometry is a science of quality. When 
we speak about a science of quality, we 
are referring to a science which studies 
how different things affect each other on 
an unperceivable, subtle energy level. 
Qualities have traditionally been seen as 
subjective as in the fields of Humanities 
and Arts. In the science of BioGeometry, 
we show an inner level to qualities that 
can be used in an objective, scientific 
manner.

Architect as a Sculptor of Space
 
The architects’ main goal is the achieve-
ment of harmony between all the compo-
nents that make up the quality of space. 
He/she is a sculpture of space. There is a 
forming process involved to give the space 
the necessary qualities. A space that 
supports life must itself have the criteria of 
life. The goal of the forming process is to 
create living space.
 
All forms of life (animate and inanimate) 
including human being are ‘Open Energy 
Systems’ on all levels of energy. There are 
many levels of energy involved in a living 
energy system: Physical matter (solid, 

liquid, gas), vitality (gravity, electromagne-
tism, ionization, etc.), emotional, mental, 
and other more subtle levels. They are 
just different frequency ranges, and in this 
respect are also governed by the laws of 
harmonics, such as resonance, which pro-
duces information exchange. As with the 
lower physical levels that we are aware of, 
so it is with the more subtle levels that we 
are not fully aware of. On the physical level 
we take from the environment, use it in our 
system, then give it out again. There are 
three states of everything we interact with: 
The first state is when it is present in our 
environment, the second when it is inside 
our system and the third when it goes out 
again to the environment. These are three 
different states in any form of energy.
 
According to the laws of harmonics this 
concept of ‘Open Energy System’ should 
apply to all the energy levels in us as well 
as in the different planes of nature outside 
us. There are abstract collective types of 
energy in the space around us on the vital-
ity, emotional, and mental levels. We use 
vital energy from the space around us to 
fuel our life processes, emotional energy 
as a fuel for feelings, and mental energy as 
a fuel to think. We are therefore constantly 
influenced by the quality of energy on all 
those levels in the space around us, and in 
turn influence the quality of space around 
us on all those levels.
 
Since the space around us has all those 
levels of abstract collective energy quali-
ties, then it is actually alive in an abstract 
collective way. If it has emotional and 
mental energy then it has a personality, it 
is conscious, it exchanges information, it 
has memory and so on. What is abstract 
and collective to us is actually a hierarchy 
of individual levels of living personalities 
within the total personality of the Earth. 
The Earth is actually a living being. In 
architecture we are interacting with the 
personality levels of the space we are 
forming.
 
BioGeometry uses the energy principles of 
geometrical shapes to balance biological 
energy systems within the overall frame-
work of environmental energy interac-
tions. Dr. Karim’s breakthrough research 
identified a combination of three essential 
energy qualities (classifications of energy 
effects based on the resonance and har-
monic relationships of energy and shape) 
that nature itself uses to balance living 
energy systems. 

BioGeometry uses proprietary shapes that 
replicate and amplify this highly beneficial 
and natural energy-quality combina-
tion. The shapes interact with the body’s 
own surrounding energy fields, accord-
ing to the natural laws of harmonics and 
resonance to introduce the energy-quality 
balancing effect. The result is a profound 
qualitative balancing of the body’s energy 
system, and the harmonization of energy 
interactions with the environment.  

Architectural Services 
 
BioGeometry offers personalized and 
complete architecture and design energy-
quality balancing solutions to harmonize all 
environmental energy-quality disturbances 
and provide a home environment with a 
maximum energy-quality balancing effect. 
Architectural and design services include 
the evaluation of site, and building layout 
based on existing architecture plans.
 
•	 Application of BioGeometry design 

principles on layout and building 
shapes to achieve environmental 
harmony and help protect against 
environmental stress.  

•	 Energy Quality site analysis, including 
earth radiation, topography energy, 
and geological energy.

•	 All materials in the home and electro-
mechanical system are energy quality 
balanced at each level of building. 
This makes a big difference, espe-
cially when applied at the Foundation 
level of building.

•	 Surrounding energy sources are ener-
getically balanced.

•	 BioGeometry recommends choices of 
colors and materials.

•	 Targeted energy solutions based on 
project goals.

Design that Balances Environmental 
Energies

Design principles of the science of 
BioGeometry are used to enhance the role 
of positive energy in design to achieve 
harmony between the human body as an 
energy field and the energy of a space, 
while protecting from harmful environmen-
tal effects. This is achieved by bringing the 
energy quality of sacred power spots into 
devices of modern technology. It is the 
practical synergy of science and spirituality 
that will transform the user by balancing 
his vitality, emotional and mental levels.

BioGeometry can be applied to all prod-
ucts of modern technology, ranging from 
a child’s toy, to an airplane, a house, a 
hospital, clothes, food and beverage 
containers, and machinery to add to their 
functional design criteria the additional 
balance of our body energy functions.

biogeometry.com

...............................................................

Miguel Kirjon is an independent designer & 
brand consultant and lives in Phuket since 
20 years. He is a graduate of the 
BioGeometry Advanced Level taught by 
Dr. Robert Gilbert in Asheville, North Caro-
lina, USA. Miguel offers his “Designs for 
Exceptional Living” services via his com-
pany GeoDesign (geodesignasia.com).
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smoothing the cuticle. This allows the styl-
ist to customize treatment for every client 
to achieve a smooth and sleek result, or to 
keep the curl and lose the frizz. 

Staff at Beauty Studio are expertly trained 
to offer you the best possible advice. 
Whatever you choice, you are guaranteed a 
complete transforming experience.

 beautystudiophuket

BEAUtY stUDio

After moving to Boat Avenue 
a little more than a year ago, 
Beauty Studio & Incense SPA 
is, today, a ‘must-stop’ in 
Phuket’s beauty industry — 
where you can relax, rejuve-
nate and be spoilt for choice on 
four floors of luxury services 
under one roof. 
The owner, Panisa Thinkohyao, firmly 
believes in quality of service and innovation 
and makes a point of offering what others 
can’t. The latest additions to Beauty Studio 
are two internationally acclaimed products: 
Moroccan Oil and Brazilian Blowout.

Hair that’s silky, healthy, shiny and full of 
life. Moroccan Oil treatment is a pioneering 
product in oil-infused hair care and cre-
ated the worldwide buzz for argan oil. It’s 
an essential foundation tool for hairstyling 
and can be used for conditioning, styling 

and finishing. Infused with antioxidant-
rich argan oil, strengthening proteins and 
shine-boosting vitamins, this completely 
transformative treatment detangles, boosts 
shine and speeds up drying time, leaving 
hair smooth, manageable and nourished 
with each use.
 
Brazilian Blowout is the preferred smooth-
ing treatment of celebrities, beauty experts 
and stylists around the world. Brazilian 
Super-Nutrient Complex and its propri-
etary polymer system help to improve the 
condition of the hair by creating a protec-
tive protein layer around the hair shaft and 

and mentally more balanced — and you 
may be aware of the possibilities offered 
by the use of mula bandha.

The mula bandha (pronounced “moolah 
bahn-daah”) is an esoteric yogic seal, 
energetically located in the area between 
the anus and genitals, in the neighborhood 
of the PC (pubococcygeus) muscle, which 
is located within the pelvic floor. Where the 
seal is subtly engaged as an energy lock 
during yogic physical and / or meditative 
practices, beginning-level practitioners 
learn to access the physical aspect of it, 
namely the PC muscle, which is done by 
visualizing and coordinating from the intent 
of holding back urination. With a little 
practice, you’d be able to contract and 
release the muscle at will, thus exercising 
it and gaining control over it — it’s directly 
connected to the genitalia, therefore it 
helps control the strength of and blood-
flow to this area. The strengthening of the 
PC muscle reputedly increases lovers’ 
pleasure and performance in bed, as it 
intensifies orgasms (for both males and 
females). More specifically, it gives females 
the awareness and ability needed to sol-
idly “take a firm hold” of the man, which is 
guaranteed to give him something to enjoy 
and cherish! It gives males the foolproof 
control over the timing of their ejaculations 
and greatly improves the endurance of 
their erections.

As far as great lovemaking is concerned, 
the yogic breathing skills can go a long 

YogA, sEX AND AN oM-gAsM

My French friends have it 
right when they call the 
orgasm la petite mort, 
or ‘the little death.’ That 
transcendent moment when 
we lose all control… 

When words like energy or spirituality 
don’t even require an intellectual defini-
tion. There is an explosion and a burst of 
blissful life force (in yoga, we call the life 
force prana, and it’s explosion kundalini). 
As during the orgasm prana bursts along 
and out of the channels of the body, you 
may powerfully albeit briefly experience 
ecstasy and blissfulness, followed by 
a moment of surrender… A death-like 
moment? A glimpse of an unconditional 
love experience? Yogis call that sama-
dhi, where we cross from sexuality to the 
Eastern method of the evolution of human 
consciousness.

A few years ago, I read a study published 
in a medical journal, which found that the 
regular practice of yogic exercises was 
effective in improving desire, arousal, lu-
brication, orgasm ability and overall sexual 
satisfaction. I’m a yogi and yoga teacher, 
so that made sense to me both from my 
own experience, as well as from the tes-
timonials of yoga, who always confirmed 
that yoga improves the connection of 
body, mind and soul — and clearly, great 
sex is also the combination of all three.

In a moment, I will tell you about an 
important yogic muscle and as a bonus, 
I will give you an easy breathing exercise 
which will rock your and your partner’s 
world. But first, let me ask you: do you 
“die a little everyday”? Or is orgasm just 
something which you get yourself once 
a year for your birthday? I know that this 
amazing experience is often searched for 
in vain by many of us, and that saddens 
me. There may be several reasons why 
orgasms elude us, in my opinion the two 
main reasons could be that we suffer from 
physical overtension and our minds are in 
a storm. With added poor breathing skills 
and insufficient body awareness, it may be 
a good idea to take up a regular practice 
of yoga, as most yoga routines tackle all of 
the issues, such as the mental stress and 
physical tension, very well indeed.

If you already are a yoga practitioner, well 
familiar with the essential exercises, con-
scious breathing, and you have adjusted 
your food choices to help you be healthier 
— you’re most likely feeling slimmer, fitter 

way, too. Accessing your breath slows 
down the chatter of the mind and enables 
you to give more attention to what’s hap-
pening in the present moment: the giving 
and receiving of loving pleasure in a com-
munion with your lover!

Try this breathing exercise with your 
partner:

1. Both of you lying on your sides, belly 
to belly and heart to heart, enter a 
soft embrace and close your eyes.

2. Begin following your breath, calmly 
and slowly breathing in and out 
through your nose.

3. Once you are comfortable with your 
own breath, begin to sync it with your 
partner’s. As you exhale, your partner 
inhales. As you inhale, your partner 
exhales.

4. It will take you both a few rounds to 
get used to the rhythm, and it doesn’t 
have to be exactly synchronized each 
breath for this to work.

I know that this exercise doesn’t sound 
like a big deal — you will not realize its 
power until you try it!

Tomasz Goetel teaches mindful and 
athletic yoga classes, well-suited even for 
complete beginners. If you’d like to get 
started with yoga, you may find him on fa-
cebook or call/WhatsApp 093-787-8363.
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Academy under the direction of Sheri Salam 
(Coach Shico) to develop an intensive tennis 
and coaching program, ideal for all levels of 
tennis participants, from absolute beginners 
to advanced pro players. Shico believes 
tennis is one of the greatest sports on earth 
and is committed to delivering world class 
tennis teaching experiences.

Coach Shico comes from a solid 
professional tennis career and is certified 
Tennis Pro from USPTR & USTA. He is 
well recognized in many vibrant tennis 
clubs around NY City, where he grew up 
and gained tremendous coaching and 
experience in the tennis industry. 

Phuket’s Only Genuine 
Members’ Club. Health 
orientated retreats, luxury 
private villas and professional 
tennis coaching are only a few 
of the new up-scale activities 
for members and guests at 
RPM Health Club. 

RPM Health Club located inside the 
beautiful Royal Phuket Marina now offers 
exclusive monthly retreats to combat 
stress, aging and disease. Guests 
stay in luxurious poolside apartments 
overlooking the Marina and participate in 
daily personalized health plans, nutritional 
protocols and exercise programs 
designed to de-stress and refresh both 
mind and body. 

All participants have access to the club 
manager and performance coach, Hayden 
Rhodes who works alongside local and 
international Physicians to check blood 
work, biochemistry and hormonal panels, 
so that guests receive quality information 
based on Doctor recommended laboratory 
tests. Participants are provided with 
lifestyle coaching and education so that 
after a one month visit, every single 
participant walks away with lower blood 
pressure, increased physical strength and 
improved fitness guaranteed.   

Internationally qualified trainers are also 
on hand to help with support and provide 
additional services such as professional 
Pilates, yoga, massage therapy, personal 
training and professional tennis coaching. 
The club has recently announced an 
exclusive relationship with Coconut Tennis 
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RPM Health Club is owned and operated 
by Sports Engineering and Recreation 
Asia (SEARA) - Southeast Asia’s leading 
sports and fitness provider. SEARA pride 
themselves in continual club upgrades 
with world class equipment and people, 
making it an ideal environment for anyone 
wishing to improve their health and 
lifestyle. With a reciprocal club in Bangkok, 
RPM Health Club is a premium members 
club, right here on your doorstep. 

www.RpmHealthClub.com
Club Enquiries 081 270 6885
Tennis Enquires 098 174 8806
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wAYNE LèAL: BoDY powEr

INTERVIEW BY TANJA ODINSON
................................................................

Wayne Lèal made his mark 
training British Commonwealth 
and European boxer Darren 
Barker to become the first man 
in history to win a world title 
without any running, skipping, 
weightlifting or sit-ups. 

Is there such a thing as the perfect body? 
No, is the short answer. We are made to 
think there is by media images and words 
which influence how we think, what we 
do, and how we look. The perfect body is 
a goal that no one can achieve. It’s a self-
perpetuating illusion of the media’s idea of 
perfection, and in the process a sense of 
body disillusionment manifests itself.

Is there a perfect way to exercise?
Yes. What I teach cannot be bettered, 
since it addresses our primary 
movements, while relaxing the mind. It 
also covers every element — aerobic, 
strength, balance and flexibility. More 
importantly, it’s fun!

Have you suffered any injuries?
Ha ha ha! Far too many for comfort. 
I’ve had a fractured skull, broken nose, 
jawbone graft, hip resurface, four major 
knee operations and two dislocated 
shoulders, as well as osteoarthritis in both 
hands — all as a result of motorbiking and 
competitive sport, although bad luck has 
also played a part.
 
What goal do you set for your clients?
The goal for my clients is to help them 
achieve self-mastery. People always say 
they should do this, they should do that, but 
few ever do. It doesn’t require a total lifestyle 
overhaul, just some exercises to make them 
feel they are back in the driver’s seat. 

What type of clients do you like to work 
with?
I would have to say that I prefer to work 
with an arrogant client rather than one 
lacking in self-belief. This is because 
self-belief is not something that you can 
just magic out of thin air for someone. 
Success is achieved inside the head, not 
in the gym.

Are you image-conscious?
Yes. My image is a calling card, and 
the way I dress, look and behave is a 
reflection of what I do. I am a walking 
advertisement for “Brand Wayne Lèal.”

In 2000, you won an award for small 
businessman of the year. What advice 
would you offer today’s prospective 
entrepreneurs?
Life is a struggle and it will humble and 
break you down just when things are 
starting to look up. Life is also ruthlessly 
indifferent, and the main reason people 
fail is because they don’t want to achieve 
their goal badly enough. Remember, your 
strongest perseverance is needed during 
those times which challenge you the most. 

Where’s your favorite London hangout?
It has to be the Chelsea Arts Club. I’ve 
been going there for as long as I can 
remember. It’s quintessentially English 
— full of artists and amazing art works 
hanging on the walls. I really don’t go 
there enough these days to justify my 
membership but when I do, it makes my 
monthly subscription so worthwhile. 

Where is your favorite spa for training?
I teach mainly in Thailand and the UK. In 
Thailand, I really like the design empathy 
of the architects for Kamalaya on Koh 
Samui. In the UK, I love Babington House 
because the guests are quirky and the 
venue has an understated quality. But 
when it comes to 5-star elegance, it would 
have to be COMO Shambhala in Bali: 
simply a stunning location where you really 
are lost in paradise. 

When did you get into wellbeing?
At the age of 14 my older brother 
introduced me to martial arts. Back then, 
I just wanted to kick arse like Bruce Lee; 
there was always 10 minutes of meditation 
at the end of the class, which at the time I 

hated. Little did I know that it would form 
the foundation for what I was to become. 

Do you enjoy training or is it just part of 
the job?
I love what I do and its incredible to know 
there are so many benefits associated with 
exercise; it’s just ridiculous — they just 
keep stacking up and up like a mountain 
of positivity. I find it hard to believe why 
everyone isn’t exercising.

What clothes do you like to travel in?
I just like traveling in what I wear on a daily 
basis — jeans or track pants, teamed with a 
white t-shirt because they feel comfortable. I 
like to keep what I wear simple because I’m 
proud of the shape of my body.

Do you have a special diet?
Nope. I eat what I want, when I want but 
just don’t eat too much rubbish because 
everything has a consequence. Ultimately, 
we all have control over what we put into 
our mouths. I tell my clients to eat when 
they are hungry, stop when they are full 
and eat consciously.

What’s your tip for a firm bottom?
That is a question all my female friends 
and clients ask me. Rebounding exercise 
is the best form of movement to improve 
the tone of your bottom and give you 
leaner looking legs. As well as achieving 
an aesthetic appearance for your body, 
rebounding exercise has the added 
advantage of helping you become a more 
efficient fat-burning machine.

wayneleal.co.uk
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69 sLAM

At 69slam, we know you’re 
different and want you to 
embrace it. Be yourself, avoid 
the normal, and let your spirit 
shine. Why stay in the box 
when it’s so much more fun to 
play outside of it?

69slam proudly presents our FW15 
collection that will make your summer 
dreams a reality. Our newest prints are 
full of color-bright and bold guaranteed 
to catch everyone’s eye. This collection 
invokes a sense of wanderlust, to travel to 
gorgeous beaches and feel the sexiness 
of sun kissed skin. Our new collection is 
full of fun animal and fruits, our unique 
way of bringing nature to you! At 69slam, 
we want you to feel free, like everyday is a 
vacation, and feel sexy doing it! 
Sporty yet sensual, soft and smooth. 
What can be better? Especially when 
we’re talking about our newest neoprene 
collection! Show off that summer glow 
with our sexy Duo Tone Collection.

Think we forgot about you, guys? Not a 
chance! We have a full collection of so 
many various styles, you’ll be sure to 
find the boardshorts you love! Not only 
will they be a perfect fit, but with this 
seasons newest prints you’ll find exactly 
what you’re looking for. We developed a 
special fabric just for you guys! With just 
the right amount of stretch, you can feel 
comfortable while surfing and because 
they dry so quickly there’s no need to 
change for the sunset party at the beach! 
Our wakeshorts are now reversible, which 
means you can switch your style up in and 
out of the water.

Want to be sure to stand out at every 
occasion? Now you can with our FW15 
collection of accessories and outerwear. 
From throwing on your beach dress 
over your favorite 69slam swimsuit or 
carrying our new beach bag, you will have 
everyone wondering where you got your 
accessories

Try not to distract everyone in your 
morning yoga class with our new leggings 
and matching bras. They’re perfect for surf 
sessions as well, so now matter where 

you go, 69slam is with you. With so many 
choices, bold prints, and bright colors, 
you’ll be in style everyday of the week. 
Being unique has never been so easy with 
our FW15 collection. 

We are so excited about this new 
collection and we can’t wait for you to see 
it. Come to any of our locations and see 
for yourself this fun, sexy collection.   

Facebook: 69Slam Thailand
Instagram: 69Slam official
Web: www.69slam.com

........................................................

LAGUNA: 69SLAM, LAGUNA (CHERNGTALAY), 
158 BAAN DON-CHERNG TALAY RD., THALANG, 
PHUKET 83110
PATONG: 69SLAM PHUKET, 148 THAVEEWONG 
RD., PATONG BEACH, PHUKET 83150
PHI PHI: 69SLAM, PHI PHI ISLAND, MOO 7, AO 
NANG, MUANG, KRABI 81000
KARON: 69SLAM, KARON BEACH, 88 KARON RD., 
KARON, MUANG, PHUKET
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Have you ever checked into 
a seemingly nice hotel, and 
when you got to your room you 
found the electrical sockets all 
located in inconvenient places? 

Or have you ever been in a house, or 
worse, bought a house, and wondered 
why the glass shower door only opens 
one way, and on opening it either hits the 
lovely rain shower head, or it hits the towel 
rail on the wall? 
 
Quite often, these niggling little 
annoyances are the result of rushed or not 
very well thought-through interior design. 
As well as creating something that 
looks fabulous, great design is about 
optimising the layout and functionality 
of spaces. Giving careful thought and 
planning to the functionality of all fixtures 
and fittings within the space. Yet, this a 
part of the whole design process that 
is often overlooked - by developers, by 
owners, and by the Architects themselves 
- who, after all, may be more focused 
on the building envelope, the façade, 
and the technicalities of the building’s 
construction.

As an industry, Interior Design often gets a 
bad rap! For many reasons. For instance, 
unlike an Architect, being an Interior 
Designer rarely requires a license or 
qualification to be able to go about one’s 
business. Many people looking to engage 
an Interior Designer may not understand 
that formal study and qualification in 
interior design does exist. 

A combination of unqualified 
‘practitioners’, together with views held 
by large numbers of the public, often 
based on past experiences, that anyone 
holding the title “Interior Designer” will 
be able to give input on no more than 
wall colours; sofas; other loose furniture; 
cushion fabrics; lighting; and drapery, have 
unfortunately reinforced this bad rap.

A properly qualified Interior Designer 
may help you overcome the design 
shortcomings described in the first 
paragraph. And several hundred others 
that are also common. Provided, of 
course, that such a professional is 
engaged in the building’s design process 
from the beginning, working in tandem 
with the Architect and other design 
disciplines. 

MsqUArED iNtErior DEsigN

A good Interior Designer will take an 
architectural as well as an artistic design 
approach to the creation of great interior 
spaces. Blurring the lines in terms of 
what’s normally perceived as ‘external’ 
and what is perceived as ‘internal’. 
However this is a challenge to do 
effectively if the ID team is engaged as 
the project is nearing completion. Or even 
worse, after it has been built!

Of course, some people simply need help 
with furnishings and finishings for their 
interior space. If that’s the only need, then 
the ‘Interior Designer’ may not need to be 
professionally qualified. What may suffice 
is simply an interior decorator, and there 
are many imminently capable people and 
companies out there who can do this.

However, if you’re aiming to create 
something complete, something very 
personal and very special, from scratch, 
you’d probably want as much care and 
attention invested in the interior spaces as 
you’d expect will be given to the design 
and construction of the building itself. To 
achieve this, it’s worth engaging qualified 
and experienced professional help.

It should never be forgotten that the 
interior spaces within every building are 
the spaces where people will spend most 

time. They won’t be standing around 
looking at the building’s exterior for too 
long! And building exteriors, no matter 
how beautiful, are seldom useable space.
Great interior design begins with the 
creation of an over-arching concept for 
the look and feel of the building interiors. 
This first step along the design process is 
where creative design ideas are formed 
between Designer and client. A blueprint 
for how the final look of the interiors will 
create visual and aesthetic impact.

The second step in the process Designers 
call “Schematic Design”. Taking the initial 
concept to greater depth and establishing 
solid ideas on how spaces will function 
individually, and together, how they will 
look and feel, and what materials options 
may be used, in both construction and 
finishing.

The third step – “Design Development” 
– provides the client with more detailed 
drawings and often rendered images of 
all spaces being designed. Through this 
stage of the process, the short-list of 
items such as lighting, fittings, and loose 
furniture are specified.

The final step involves the creation of 
the required construction drawings – the 
design work that ensures that the initial 
ideas becoming a completed reality. 
Through this stage the Designer also 
finalises all materials to be used in the 
completion of the build, as well as all 
furniture, fittings, and electrical equipment. 
This would include conclusion on the 
sources and costs of all materials and 
products.

Great interior architecture and design is 
about finding ways to make the ordinary 
extraordinary. Make sure that you select 
an interior design partner that can work 
with you through the whole process, to 
help make your design dreams for your 
building come true!

MSquared Interior Design
20/112, 114 Park Plaza E, Moo 2, Boat 
Lagoon Soi 4, Thepkrasattri Road, Phuket
Tel. +66 (0) 76238289
Web: www.msquared-design.asia

Pakamard (mary) macDonald 
BD (Interior Design); BA (Fine Art)

MSquared – Director & Principal Designer
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Ms. Bhakatara (Tara) Polsen
tannbytara.thailand@gmail.com
www.tannbytara.com
Facebook: TANN By Tara
Tel: +66(0)944496645

ms. Bhakatara Polsen  |    tANN By tara  |  tannbytara.thailand@gmail.com  |  +66(0)944496645  |  www.tannbytara.com
BANgkok: tHe PASIo SHoPPINg mAll, RAmkumHAeNg    PHuket: BlISS BeACH CluB, BANgtAo BeACH

Where do you get your inspiration?

My inspiration has always come from my 
traveling. Every time I go somewhere new, 
I want to create a design based on my 
experience. For example, when I went 
diving and saw the live coral, it inspired 
me to create my Coral collection. 

How would you describe your jewelry 
designs?

Every item of my jewelry is an originally 
designed master piece, handmade 
individually for each client. Sometimes the 
same design is used to produce different 
colored pieces of jewelry, depending on 
the type of original stones and gems. I 
also use silver, gold and pearls.

tANN BY tArA – EXCLUsivE
CUstoM jEwELrY & gEMs

Nowadays, Tara designs her 
own jewelry products, and 
markets them under the 
brand name of “TANN By 
Tara.” Raised in Chiang Mai 
and Bangkok, she is half Thai 
and half Vietnamese.

Did you ever see yourself as a 
designer?

I have loved drawing since I was young, 
even though my dad didn’t approve of art as 
a career and wouldn’t support me. So yes, I 
have always seen myself as a designer. 

Did you actually study to be a designer?

In the very beginning, I studied 
accounting, but didn’t like it. As I said, 
my dad was not prepared to support me 
in studying art, so I subsequently asked 
him if I could go to Austria to live with my 
cousins. It was during my time there that 
I finally had a chance to study art at The 
Vienna Academy of Visionary Art which 
was what I really wanted.

What did you do before?

By the time I returned to Thailand, I had 
a young daughter and spent my time at 
home looking after her. As she grew older, 
I started to work as a freelance designer 
for a few jewelry brands in Bangkok and 
Phuket. Three years later, I decided to 
open my own business, so that my jewelry 
could be recognized as the work of a Thai 
designer.

e x c l u S i v e  c u S t o m  j e w e l r y  &  g e m S

B a n g K o K   P h u K e t
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Distressed bleached wooden furniture, 
driftwood light fittings, original rock 
faces for the Jacuzzis, plunge pools and 
indoor/outdoor showers bring an overall 
lighter and brighter tone to the entire 
resort. 

In keeping with Paradise Koh Yao’s inten-
tion to minimize the delineation between 
the natural environment and the resort, a 
new salt water treated pool was installed 
in place of the chlorinated pool system. 
The Sundowners Bar continues to offer 
a variety of live music, cocktails and post 
dinner entertainment. The new open air 
Beach Club brings a natural flow to the 
area between the infinity pool and the gen-
tly lapping waves of the Andaman Sea.

The Beach Club features subtle and sultry 
music as well as a vast menu of refresh-
ing beverages, tasty snacks and the all-
important Movenpick ice cream. Comfort-
able beach bags can be found dispersed 
under the tree-shaded open spaces. 

Along the edge of the Beach Club there 
are four open air salas. These can be 
used for shaded lounging or booked for 
a traditional Thai massage and other spa 

treatments. A healthy smattering of bar 
stools, Burmese chairs, tables and sun 
loungers, including romantic double sun 
loungers, provide the finishing touches to 
the Beach Club.

The Spa @ Paradise with its aromatic 
steam cave and waterfall plunge pool 
is located alongside the yoga lounge 
and serene lotus pond. These locations 
feature yoga-inspired statuary and wall 
hangings, bringing even more mystical 
energy to the space. Getting back in 
touch with your inner self (calm, joyful 
and refreshed) has never been easier with 
Paradise Koh Yao’s extensive spa op-
tions, morning/evening yoga classes and 
a plethora of both water and land-based 
activities and excursions.

The ever friendly staff are excited to greet 
returning guests as well as new visitors 
seeking to return to nature in total com-
fort. Be inspired by nature, be at one with 
nature, explore your own true nature and 
discover paradise all over again.

www.Paradise-KohYao.com

pArADisE KoH YAo

For just over 10 years 
Paradise Koh Yao, a boutique 
beach resort and spa, has 
been successfully offering its 
guests a romantic secluded 
getaway. 

It is uniquely nestled in a private cove 
within the national reserve parkland 
jungle on the northern tip of the still fairly 
unknown island of Koh Yao Noi, less than 
an hour’s boat ride from Phuket or Krabi.
Paradise Koh Yao, with its breathtaking 
views over Phang Nga Bay and awe-
inspiring colossal limestone cliffs, remains 
dedicated to making this destination a 
heavenly retreat from the bustling crowds 
of Phuket and Krabi.

One year ago, with the sea sparkling 
below and lush tropical forest enveloping 
the bay view, Paradise Koh Yao began to 
completely refresh and revitalize the re-
sort in every way. The resort now focuses 
on the spectacular natural environment 
and importance of preserving the Phang 
Nga national reserve parkland. This is re-
flected in the Paradise Koh Yao message 
of “back to nature in total comfort” and 
“barefoot luxury”.

The fresh turquoise of the Andaman Sea, 
muted sand tones on the private beach 
and crisp white clouds lazily floating 
across the powder-blue sky are all re-
flected in the decoration and furnishings 
throughout the resort. Vibrant accents of 
orange have been inspired by the local 
tropical “Bird of Paradise” flowers.

For the rebranding process, Paradise Koh 
Yao enlisted the help of a well-known 
Phuket icon, John Underwood, who was 
given a free rein on one of the studios to 
see what an artist would make of the lush 
environment and core themes. He deliv-
ered the enthralling concept of bringing 
shabby-chic to Paradise.
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poLYNEsiA - AN oCEAN rEALM
book review

Inspired by the underwater 
explorer Jacques Cousteau, 
Pete Atkinson bought Eila, 
an old wooden yacht on the 
south coast of England in 
1982 and sailed to the South 
Pacific. He had no experi-
ence, relevant qualifications, 
life-raft, radio, GPS (or insur-
ance) but he says, “I had read 
a lot of books and I had a 
plastic sextant I had bought 
at a jumble sale...” 

He also had a degree in marine zoology.
For 20 years he sailed 45000 miles all 
over the South Pacific having the life 
of which he had dreamed, diving with 
whales and sometimes too many sharks. 
He found adventure above and below the 
sea aboard a beautiful, but somewhat 
marginal boat, often in the company of a 
beautiful woman.

Escaping the rat race is the dream of 
many, but few achieve it. Pete’s book 
shows that with passion and determi-
nation anything is possible, even on a 
limited budget. He made ends meet by 
shooting pictures underwater - using 
home-made acrylic underwater camera 
housings - and writing articles for diving 
and sailing magazines.

The twelve chapters cover French Poly-
nesia, the Cook Islands, Kiribati, Tonga 
and Pete’s favourite, remote Beveridge 
Reef, where there is no land at all. But 
it has what he loves most, exceptionally 
clear water and lots of sharks! The two 
appendices look at the Moody-built cutter 
Eila and underwater photography.

Inspired by the underwater adventures of Jacques Cousteau, Pete Atkinson sails into the South Pacific alone, 
with a head full of dreams, a hauntingly beautiful 11m cutter and a plastic sextant from a rummage sale. 

Entranced by the allure of the South Seas, for twenty years he pursues his quest for adventure, sailing over 45,000 miles 
and creating a breathtaking photographic record of Polynesian life and encounters in crystal clear waters 

with whales, dolphins and lots of sharks!

POLYNESIA ~ AN OCEAN REALM
Underwater Exploration In The South Pacific

- Pete Atkinson -

Polynesia ~  A
n O

cean R
ealm

Pete A
tkinson

This is a book not only for those inter-
ested in adventure in the ocean, Polyne-
sian life, marine biology, sailing and diving 
but also those who aspire to escape a 
humdrum life and become a pirate!

About Pete Atkinson

Award-winning Getty Images photog-
rapher Pete Atkinson studied marine 
zoology at Bangor University in North 
Wales where he learned to dive. His 
articles have appeared in Cruising World, 
Classic Boat, Tauchen, Diver, Sportdiver, 
Dive New Zealand etc and his photos 
have won many awards, including the 
Innovation Award at the the 2004 Wildlife 
Photographer of the Year and the award 
for “Best British Underwater Photogra-
pher” in 1999 and 2001. He now lives in 
Phuket, Thailand with his wife, photogra-
pher Darin Limsuansub.

For more information about Polynesia ~ 
An Ocean Realm please visit 
www.peteatkinson.com/book or email 
peteatkinson00@gmail.com 

Polynesia ~ An Ocean Realm by Pete 
Atkinson is a 13” x 11” landscape hard-
back book, 48000 words, 339 pictures. 
A limited number of hard copies are 
available from the author in Phuket. Price 
2000 baht.
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GeoDesign provides Services in Architecture & Design using Nature’s own Sacred Design Language 
(shapes, angles, proportions, numbers, colours) creating Natural Harmonizing Balancing Forces for 

Powerful Designs & Arts, Enhanced Wellbeing and Increased Customer Satisfaction. 

Applying design principles on layout and building shapes to achieve environmental harmony.  
Energy Quality site analysis: mapping beneficial and detrimental earth energy lines.

Energy balancing existing homes, resorts and retail spaces.

MiguEl Kirjon / +66 (0)866 863 811 / MiguEl@gEoDESignASiA.coM / gEoDESignASiA.coM / chErngtAlAy, PhuKEt, thAilAnD
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apartments into even smaller units. A 
single square foot of Hong Kong real 
estate costs nearly $1,300, on average. 
Compared to New York, Hong Kong’s 
rents are 35% percent higher.

The wide-angle photos were taken by fixing 
a camera with a wide-angle lens to the 
ceiling, and then triggering a shot remotely. 

by Lidija Grozdanic

gErArD CorNiELjEHoNg KoNg’s sHoCKiNg
40-sqUArE-foot ApArtMENts

Saxophonist, poet, singer and 
DJ, Gerard Cornielje was born 
in the city of ‘s-Heerenberg in 
the Netherlands in 1962. 
The multi-talented performer 
started his career as a 15 
year old in the Joe Miller Big 
Band, but soon after hit the 
international trail, following 
the restless voice of his heart. 

Gerard made his debut in Thailand in 
1995. Back then he performed at the 
Timber Hut, Titanic and Safari Pub in 
Phuket. Soon after meeting Wolfgang 
Meusburger, General Manager of the 
Holiday Inn in Patong, Gerard began his 
new career combination as entertainment 
manager and performer at the resort.
During the same period, he also started 
teaching music and drama at the Dulwich 
International College, currently known as 
the British International School.

Gerard began playing the saxophone as a 
young 13-year-old kid in Holland and since 
then he has performed in over 60 countries, 
including Greece, Spain, Turkey, Morocco, 
Switzerland, France, Belgium, India, the 
US, Great Britain and many more. Gerard 
has also performed on stage with artists 
such as Tina Turner, INXS, Robbie Williams 
and DJs Carl Cox and Sven Väth. 

Now, in 2015, after living in Switzerland 
for seven years, Gerard is back in Thailand 
again, but this time as entertainment 
manager and performer at the JW Marriott 
Khao Lak Resort & Spa. 

Could you imagine a family living in an 
apartment not much bigger than a king-
size bed? In Hong Kong, some families 
are forced to live in 40 square-foot 
cubicle apartments that have bunk beds 
overlapping with cooking areas and food 
storage located inches from electronics. The 
Society for Community Organization (SoCO), 
a Chinese human rights group, has released 
photographs of Hong Kong’s claustrophobic 
apartments as part of a campaign to 
raise awareness about the tough living 
conditions city dwellers are facing. In order 

When asked about the reasons for his 
return to Thailand, Gerard’s answer was 
very clear: “Thailand has been the home of 
my heart right from my first days here.” 

Although he has traveled extensively 
before his first years in Thailand, as well 
as the years that followed, he has never 
felt so at home in any other country. “The 
kindness and gentle nature of the Thai 
people very much appeals to me and 
seems a natural extension of my music, 
poetry and inner being.”

Although Gerard hasn’t lived in Thailand 
for seven years, he has returned regularly 
to perform at events in Southern Thailand.
Invited to perform at resorts such as the 
Evason, Indigo Pearl and others, Gerard 
has been a frequent entertainer at New 
Year’s Eve parties, award ceremonies etc.

to capture the feel and scale of these micro-
apartments, photos were taken from the 
only full vantage point-above.

Hong Kong is one of the world’s most 
densely populated cities. With seven 
million people living within 423 square 
miles, space is scarce and living 
conditions are often almost unbearable. 
According to the Society for Community 
Organization, over 10,000 people in Hong 
Kong live in tiny “cubicle apartments” 
created by dividing already small 

On one such occasion, organized by 
Jamie O’Rourke of Wave Entertainment 
in Phuket, Gerard visited the JW Marriott 
Khao Lak Resort & Spa. He performed 
at the 2012 New Year’s Eve party at the 
resort and fell in love with the place: the 
way it’s run and its great location.

The following year, Gerard’s daughter 
Amelia was born so the family decided to 
take a year out and stay in Switzerland 
for the winter. However, in the winter of 
2014, Naomi and Gerard decided that it 
was time for Amelia’s first big journey and 
the happy clan flew back to Thailand and 
indeed back to the JW Marriott in Khao 
Lak. This time for five months! During their 
stay at the resort it became clear to Naomi 
and Gerard that they wanted to make 
Thailand their permanent home.

In Switzerland, Gerard founded two new 
companies: SWISS ARTIST and HOTEL 
ARTIST, and he decided to hire new 
management to run these to enable the 
family to start their new life in Thailand.
Hearing of Gerard’s plans to return with 
his family to Thailand, the management 
of the JW Marriott in Khao Lak took the 
opportunity to offer him the position of 
entertainer and manager in their resort.
The offer was happily accepted by Gerard, 
Naomi and their little daughter Amelia who 
is rapidly becoming the resort’s mascot!

Asked for his plans for the future, Gerard 
replied: “I don’t know where exactly the 
future will take us, but I’m quite certain 
that Thailand will remain our base for 
many years to come!” 

www.hotel-artist.com 
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Able, and as a Hong Kong 
American I have been living 

in Thailand for over 10 
years now. I moved here 

with my Thai husband Best 
Wanamakok soon after 

the Tsunami because we 
wanted to start a business 
in Thailand. I love Phuket 
very much; it’s my home.  

Growing up in Hong Kong 
and suddenly moving to 

the US when I was 10, was 
a very big transition for 

me. After living in a huge 
Asian city, the small town 
of Toledo, Ohio was very 

different and I suffered a lot 
of discrimination, criticism 

and racial prejudice, 
especially since I was 

unable to speak English at 
the time. 

I never once imagined 
becoming a TV Host, 

News Presenter and MC! 
Encouraged by my father, 

after my studies, I followed 
him into the hospitality 

business, where I remained 
until I moved to Phuket. At 
the moment, I present NBT 
Phuket’s Andaman News, 

Fashion One Int’l Network 
in Thailand, and also host 

local and international 
events as an MC in Asia.  

When I’m not working in 
the media or broadcasting, 

I assist with PR and 
marketing at SKYE Beach 
Club, a brand new venue 
on Nai Yang Beach just 5 
minutes from the airport, 

catering for people in 
the northern part of 

Phuket. Before you fly, stop 
at SKYE!

In my spare time, I like to 
practice yoga, read books, 
watch movies and hang out 

with my kids.  

Phuket has always felt like 
home to me. Of course, the 
beaches, weather and food 

are excellent but it’s the 
people who keep me here. 
It has an international feel 
in a local environment that 
makes me feel warm and 

comfortable. Luckily, being 
Chinese, I blend in very 

well here in Asia, which is 
always a very comforting 

feeling: I don’t like to stand 
out too much! 

Thailand in general is a 
resilient place and Phuket is 

always full of life with 
tourists, locals and lots of 
film producers who come 
to capture the gorgeous 

views. I can only see great 
things happening in Phuket 
because everyone just feels 

so happy on the island. This 
place shines a light which 

captures the world’s 
attention and will continue 

to grow.  

info@awpr-phuket.com
facebook.com/able.

tvpersonality.  
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t I was born in Bangkok, 
and when my family 
moved to Trang Province, 
we traveled back and forth 
all the time. Then 15 years 
ago, I came to Phuket for 
a training job and have 
lived here ever since. 

I always worked in the 
food and beverage 
department of different five 
star hotels: Le Meridien 
Phuket Beach Resort, 
Hilton Phuket Arcadia 
Resort & Spa, and 
Radisson Blu Plaza Resort 
Phuket Panwa Beach. Two 
years ago I decided to use 
the experience gained to 
open my own coffee shop 
in the Paklok area called: 
“Until...Today Loft Coffee”.

When I have time, I like 
to get away from Phuket. 
My goal is to travel to 
different provinces in this 
lovely country. There are 
still many charming places 
in Thailand for me to 
discover.

Before moving here, I 
thought Phuket was a quiet 
island where I could find 
peace and a beautiful 
natural environment, 
but there are more and 
more cars and bikes on 
the road, with people 
everywhere, especially in 
Phuket Town. However, 
I believe that Phuket is 
being developed in a 
good way for the large 
amount of tourists and 
expats. Phuketians like me 
can only hope that this will 
always be so.

In the future, I would love 
to see Phuket become a 
permanent tourist island. 
The government needs 
to formulate appropriate 
policies with the 
cooperation of the local 
population to really make 
this island one of the best 
in the world.

Until...Today Loft Coffee
tangphoobet@gmail.com
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decade ago and have 
since called this place 
home. Many who know 
me know that I truly love 
this island especially the 
culture, food, its history, 
scenery, and lifestyle.

Before Phuket I lived in 
England, Australia and 
New Zealand and was 
performing both onstage 
and in television. It was 
my passion and I really 
enjoyed the energy 
surrounding the stage and 
the challenges of acting. 

When I moved to Phuket 
I had to replace it for a 
new passion, and I found 
it in Shine PR Phuket, 
the PR and Marketing 
Communications 
consultancy that I set up 
and have been running 
for 6 years. It is exciting to 
look back and see how I 
have been and am now a 
part of Phuket’s hospitality 
scene, contributing to 
showcasing Phuket as 
a top destination and 
working with luxury hotels 
to enhance their brand 
image.

I am also an animal 
lover – you can see me 
around the island with 
two beagles, my constant 
companions, usually 
creating a ruckus in some 
field or beach – and an 
animal activist. I am a 
Cove Monitor with Ric 
O’Barry’s Dolphin Project 
and the lead volunteer 
for Phuket Says No To 
Dolphin Shows campaign. 
We try to educate 
people and equip them 
with the knowledge to 
make positive decisions 
regarding animal 
exploitation.

Being part of the tourism 
industry here, I definitely 
have a personal and 
professional vested interest 
in Phuket’s prosperity. My 
hope is for Phuket to be 
successful in establishing 
itself as a quality world 
destination, whether in 
regards to conserving 
local and marine 
environment, encouraging 
businesses to operate 
within the framework of 
sustainability and social 
responsibility, or for local 
community members to 
embrace their culture and 
traditions while adapting 
to the influx of tourism, 
which is set to change yet 
again with the opening 
up of ASEAN countries. 
Exciting times ahead. 

www.shineprphuket.com

Photo by D-Imageplus
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iI was born in Nakhon 
Sri Thammarat and later 

moved to Bangkok for 
my education. I studied 

for my degree in Tourism 
and Hospitality at the 

Rajamangala University 
of Technology, Bangkok 

and following graduation 
I worked in a hotel on Koh 

Samui. 

In 2009 I moved to Phuket 
and started to offer my 
services as a make-up 

artist and hair stylist 
for all kinds of parties 
and events, especially 
weddings. Two years 

ago, I began to search for 
models to perform fashion 
shows at some events, and 

this became so successful 
that I decided to continue 
in the modelling business 

(The Model By Top). A few 
months ago, I also took up 
a public relations position 
at Apex Profound Beauty 

in Phuket. 

Phuket has become my 
second home. I found that 

there are many places 
on the island where I 
can meet and get to 

know foreigners. I am 
proud to be Thai and 

enjoy demonstrating my 
capacity for organising 
global standard fashion 

shows. In my spare time, 
I like to travel to beautiful 
islands and hang out with 

my friends at different 
restaurants. However, 

I am always looking to 
improve my skills as well 

as keeping up to date 
with world fashion and 

adapting it for use in my 
business.

It makes me happy to 
provide the best possible 

service for my clients, and 
when they really enjoy the 
most important day of their 

lives, it gives me so much 
satisfaction.

The Model By Top
top_make-up@hotmail.com
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My name is Supparin 
(nickname Toom). I am 
originally from Phang 
Nga Province and have 
lived in Phuket for ten 
years. I have a bachelor 
degree in English 
from Srinakharinwirot 
University, Bangsean 
Campus. I have held a 
few jobs related to my 
degree such as a tour 
guide and wedding 
planner. However, at the 
moment I am a wedding 
florist, which is a surprise 
to everybody as it has 
nothing to do with my 
degree subject. 

I started working as a 
florist four years ago and 
opened a small shop in 
front of the popular “Villa 
Market” in the Chalong 
area. Unfortunately, I had 
to close it due to the busy 
schedule in my personal 
life. Later on, I had a 
website and from time to 
time just prepared flowers 
for special events, such 
as weddings — at luxury 
villas, on the beach or at 
the beach club. 

At the moment I work for 
various wedding planners 
in Phuket and also I 
have my own personal 
clients from the website, 
Facebook page as well as 
word of mouth. My slogan 
is: “Customer satisfaction 
is my priority and I always 
work from the heart.” 

Apart from being a florist, 
I am also a wedding 
planner, tour guide and 
give private Thai cooking 
lessons.

I have been previously 
employed in a number 
of positions: assistant 
manager, assistant 
marketing manager, a 
senior secretary and 
a hotel guest relations 
officer.

When I have time, I like to 
watch movies and travel 
abroad. 

In my opinion, Phuket has 
become crowded. On 
the road, people drive a 
bit crazily and that’s why 
accidents happen on a 
daily basis. However, I 
still love Phuket because 
of its beaches and the 
beautiful color of the sea. 

I will continue to operate 
my business here in Phuket 
and show my clients more 
of its attractions such as 
the beautiful temples and 
beaches. I will continue to 
remind them that Patong is 
not Phuket as most of them 
have a misconception. 
In future, I hope they will 
think of Phuket as more 
than just Patong.

psupparin@yahoo.com
081 7288269
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AMy name is Nash Ladha. 

I am a Canadian tennis 
professional from Toronto 

and have lived and worked 
in Phuket for about 20 

years. I love sports, but my 
main passion has always 

been tennis. I was born in 
the small town of Iringa in 

Tanzania and started playing 
tennis at the age of 9. Later 
I moved to Toronto where I 

coached at tennis clubs and 
still frequently play in senior 

ITF Tournaments. 

For the last 11 years I have 
been with JW Marriott Resort 
Spa in Mai Khao, Phuket as 

a tennis coach.

During my free time I like to 
go to the beach or watch 

movies. I enjoy the nightlife 
in Phuket town and often 

meet my friends for dinner or 
a drink at one of the 

local pubs.

Phuket is a lovely island and 
there is always plenty to do. 

My only complaint is the 
traffic.

nashladha@hotmail.com
0818932955

www.nashtennis.com
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luxury villa vacation homes & Suites in laguna phuket

Set around a hidden lagoon – at the heart of it all yet delightfully tucked away – outrigger 
laguna Phuket Resort and villas puts the ‘Pearl of the Andaman’ at your fingertips. find 
all the comfort, service and worry-free spirit of a luxury resort paired with the space and 
privacy of your favorite vacation home.

Situated within the larger laguna Phuket Destination Resort, the suites and villas unfold over 
a luscious green landscape. take advantage of the many restaurants, excursions, shops, 
spas and other amenities of this unique resort community, and explore the many exciting 
facets of visiting Phuket. or simply relax in the luxurious privacy of a multi-bedroom pool 
villa – the choice is yours.  

outriggerthailand.com

nature, it’s a powerful psychological force.
This phenomenon has various names, 
acquired resignation or learned helpless-
ness. And of course it manifests itself in 
numerous forms in human behaviors. In-
deed, it has almost become an educational 
principle in our societies where we mostly 
teach our children what not to do rather 
than what they are able to accomplish. 
Adults, trained by years of experience, 
are most of the time unknowing of their 
ignorance, unaware of their unawareness. 
They perpetuate behaviors and beliefs 
sometimes  beyond any logical sense. For 
chronic defeatists, for perpetual victims of 
all sorts of abuse, for those who are repeat-
edly forsaken, for irredeemable addicts, for 
bloodless phobics or professional unem-
ployed, nothing seems harder to change 
than a system of belief deeply grounded in 
their brain.

To pull someone out of a state of chronic 
apathy or resignation, it will take an act of 
extreme courage or great stupidity. A man 
who suffered since childhood from a severe 
case of agoraphobia and stayed most of 

tHE wEAKNEss of tHE ELEpHANt

To keep a baby elephant in 
place and stop him from 
running away, one will need 
a strong chain and a solid 
clip. The animal will try by 
every mean to free itself, 
pulling, bustling about, tossing 
relentlessly, day after day, until 
the moment his senses will 
dictate the only reasonable 
thing to do : give up. 

Later, when the elephant has grown into a 
strong, huge and experienced adult, it will 
only take a small hook and a little chain to 
ensure its docility. It has long stopped try-
ing to break free, his bitter experience has 
convinced him that there is no use in resist-
ing and therefore he has never bothered 
checking if anything had changed. The 
force that holds him then is not of physical 

his life locked inside his home, decided 
one day that, overwrought by his fears, 
he could not take it anymore and wanted 
to finish his life for good. He decided that 
if he took his car and drove as far away 
from home as he could, a violent anxiety 
attack would end up killing him. Of course 
what happened was exactly the opposite 
and he discovered in the very act of self-
destruction how easy it was to overcome 
his condition. 

So, children, employees, customers, bor-
rowers, citizens, husbands… It will always  
suit someone that you ignore how fragile 
the hook and the chains are, therefore it is 
wise (and very courageous) to check, in our 
moments of despair, that we are not simply 
suffering the weakness of the elephant.

Silvano Stabile is the manager of the online 
radio voiceofthelizard.com based in Phuket.
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Around the globe the line has become 
a trade mark, singled out by musicians, 
and it’s easy to see why: color and casual 
comfort mixing with all combinations of 
clothing. As Paul Ropp states, for people 
who prefer to be naked, the beat goes on. 
What can we say to that? Get wrapped up 
in Ropp.

pAUL ropp: No ifs or BUts, 
YoU HAD to BE tHErE

During the sixties through to 
the seventies as Bob Dylan 
proclaimed: “the times they 
are a changing” and how 
right he was. From his first 
concert to the Birds singing 
Mr. Tambourine Man, an 
explosion of fashion, music 
and lyrics erupted all over the 
west coast of America, before 
spreading to the east coast. 

Music, fashion and lyrics became the 
sustainable form of communication we 
know today. Then there was Paul Ropp, 
a young roadie for the Paul Butterfield 
Blues Band, soaking up all the influence 
of the times.

On Forty-Sixth Street off Eighth Avenue, 
stood Steve Paul’s the Scene: a basement 
venue capturing every artist of that non-
stop jamming era with the likes of Jimmy 
Hendrix and Eric Clapton; you name them 
and they were there. 

Across town there was Ondine’s on East 
Fifty-Ninth Street where two unknown 
bands were playing, going by the names 
of The Doors and Buffalo Springfield, and 
there was Paul Ropp, yelping around them 
like an excited puppy. 

The legendary Woodstock festival arrived 
and Paul Ropp was back stage flaunting 
his new ideas on the hippie world with the 
first t-shirts from the Chinese Tibetan Tea 
Shirt Company, exposing flaming colors 
and designs never before seen in the 
United States: selling out in hours. 

As far as Paul Ropp was concerned, he 
couldn’t play an instrument, never mind 
sing, and really wanted to make his own 
stamp on life, so voila, he naturally came 
up with the fashion business. 

There were so many influences coming 
at him from every direction including the 
English invasion. You wouldn’t need to 
be a rocket scientist to pick up on it and 
make a statement of some kind. Next 
came the Isle of Wight concert with the 
likes of Jimmy Hendrix, The Who and 
Santana. Then sure enough, with the 
passage of time, all those influences 
came to fruition and the Paul Ropp signa-
ture was born. 

Paul Ropp shops;
Surin Gallery – Tel. 080-5381976
Boat Avenue – Tel. 087-6237988
Paul Ropp Outlet – Tel. 076-621607
Central Festival Samui – Tel. 077-410356
Opening hours: 10:00 AM – 08:00 PM
Website:  WWW.PAULROPP.COM
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get to keep the woman at the end. You 
will see the majority of participants carry-
ing women using the “Estonian” method 
– wrapping the woman’s legs around the 
man’s head and then hanging upside 
down at their back.

Thaipusam Festival (India)
During the Thai month (January/Febru-
ary) the Tamil community celebrates the 
Thaipusam festival on the full moon. This 
Hindu festival is famous in India, but also 
observed in countries such as Malay-
sia, Mauritius, Singapore, South Africa, 
Indonesia, Thailand, and Myanmar. The 
festival’s name is a combination of the 
month when it occurs (Thai) and the name 
of a star that is at its highest point during 
the festival (Pusam).

While spectators can expect the tradi-
tional bright colors and loud drums during 
the festival, they are also in for a cringe-
worthy scene as participants of the festival 
parade while being heavily pierced. This 
painful practice is a sign of devotion to the 
Hindu god of war, Lord Murugan who is 
being commemorated during the festival. 
The festival highlights the moment when 
Parvati gave Murugan a “Vel” (spear) to 
vanquish the evil demon Soorapadman.

The devotees go in public processions 
while carrying pots of milk on their heads 
as a token for Lord Murugan and piercing 
different parts of their bodies while doing 
the kavadi dance. You will see some with 
piercings through their cheeks, danc-
ers with hooks on their backs, and other 
devotees with a spear pricked through 
their cheeks. You can imagine just how 
much pain they go through, but devotees 
claim they feel no pain as they enter a 
trance-like state that elevates them from 
physical discomfort. You would see no 
blood from their piercings. The wounds 
also heal perfectly with no scars appearing 
after. This festival is definitely not for the 
faint-hearted.

happylifestylejournal.com

Confrerie du Cochon or the Brotherhood 
of the Pig.

The festival is packed with different 
activities including the Best Pig Outfit 
competition and the piglet race. Imag-
ine going around the town encountering 
men dressed as pigs with their pig ears 
and snouts. This is not even the funniest 
and weirdest thing about the festival. The 
highlight of La Pourcailhade is the Cri do 
Cochon event, also known as the “Cry of 
the Pig”. During this event, participants 
showcase their talent of imitating cries 
and sounds made by a pig during various 
stages of its life.

Wife-Carrying World Championship 
(Finland)
Another festival with an unusual history is 
the Wife-Carrying World Championship 
held in Sonkajarvi, Finland. There are three 
told origins of this event all rooted from the 
19th century legend of Herkko Rosvo-
Ronkainen or “Ronkainen the Robber”. 
The first story involves Ronkainen and his 
thieves stealing food and women from 
villages, and then carrying these women 
on their backs while running away. The 
second said that the men went to villages 
around their own to steal other men’s 
wives to become their own. The third is 
the training of men done by carrying big, 
heavy sacks on their backs. While the leg-
ends go way back, the first modern wife-
carrying event started in Finland in 1992. 
Foreign contestants were not allowed 
until 1995. Each contestant would carry 
a woman on his back over a distance of 
253.5 meters. The obstacles involve sand, 
grass, gravel, and 1m-deep water.

The current world record stands at 56.9 
seconds. Take note that wives must be 
over 17 years old and weigh at least 
49 kilograms. Today’s contest does not 
require the woman to be your own wife, 
but (in contrast to the legend) you do not 

place over a period of two weeks. Most 
tourists and visitors arrive during the final 
weekend of the festival that usually falls 
on the second weekend of July. There are 
various activities in which you can partici-
pate during your stay – enroll in mud-mas-
sage courses, enter a mud-sliding compe-
tition (the “Mud King” contest) or even be 
a part of a muddy human pyramid.

Moose Dropping Festival (Alaska)
Another dirty and weird festival is the 
Moose Dropping Festival held in Talkeetna, 
Alaska. At the beginning of every summer 
the citizens of Talkeetna gather moose 
droppings in preparation for the festival 
held on the second weekend of July. The 
little brown balls are collected, varnished 
and made into jewelry that sells like hot-
cakes. The droppings are also made into 
different decorative and useful objects.

One of the festival highlight is the Moose 
Nugget Toss. This activity involves drop-
pings baked and varnished then thrown at 
a target resembling a moose. The target 
has numbers that will be tallied by the end 
of the game. The person with the highest 
number wins a prize. The event, according 
to legend, began over a round of drinks at 
the Fairview Inn to raise money for a his-
torical society. Locals went to the woods 
and collected moose nuggets to paint and 
drop from an airplane towards a target.

La Pourcailhade (France)
Oh, bacon mi amor! There is nothing 
like a breakfast of pancakes and bacon 
to start the day. While pork is one of 
the most popularly eaten meats, the La 
Pourcailhade (Festival of the Pig) is dedi-
cated to the beloved swine. The festival 
is held every August in the southwestern 
French town of Trie-Sur-Baise. Trie-Sur-
Baise was once the country’s largest pig 
market, even featuring decorative piggy 
displays in shop windows. The festival 
was started back in 1975 by the La 

and women down an extremely steep and 
uneven hill. The first one to cross the finish 
line wins the cheese. It may sound simple 
but each contestant must overcome the 
rough terrain and gravity’s strong pull in 
order to win the race. 

La Tomatina (Spain)
Most festivals stem from religious and 
political roots, except for La Tomatina 
in Bunol, Valencia. Rules include having 
the tomatoes squashed before throwing 
at each other to avoid any injuries, and 
tearing of t-shirts is prohibited. No other 
projectiles are allowed except squished 
tomatoes. A shot is fired to start the fight 
and then a second shot indicates the end 
of the tomato hurl. No tomatoes should be 
thrown after the second shot. Participants 
can even wear goggles to protect their 
eyes from the acid in the tomatoes.
If you want to participate in one of the 
biggest food fights in the world, then visit 
Bunol every last Wednesday of August. 

Boryeong Mud Festival (South Korea)
It is also one of the festivals that have no 
religious or political roots, and is one the 
youngest world renowned festivals. The 
Boryeong Mud Festival started back in 
1998 as a marketing tool for Boryeong 
Mud Cosmetics. It is believed that the 
mud coming from the town’s mud flats is 
rich with minerals which benefit your skin.

Koreans are known for having flawless 
glowing skin, so it is no surprise they have 
numerous types of cosmetics. The event 
later turned into an annual festival taking 

wEirD fEstivALs of tHE worLD 

Some festivals highlight reli-
gion or folklore, while others 
are associated with harvest 
time and thanksgiving. But 
sometimes you find celebra-
tions involving babies, people 
dressed up as demons, sumo 
wrestlers, coffins, and many 
more.

El Colacho (Spain)
Visit the Spanish town of Castrillo de 
Murcia every first Saturday after Corpus 
Christi and you will be a spectator of the 
odd Baby Jumping Festival. Locally called 
El Salto del Colacho (meaning “the devil’s 
jump”), this event is a Spanish holiday that 
dates back to the 17th century.

This festival started as a religious ritual 
that has been passed on for centuries. It 
is believed that baby jumping should be 
done to cleanse the babies of original sin 
and guard them against illness and evil 
spirits. The men in the town will dress up 
as the devil, then run down the street and 
jump over rows of babies. Parents will line 
up their babies who are less than a year 
old on mattresses in the middle of the 
street. The devils are dressed in bright yel-
low and red suits matched with grotesque 
masks. The babies become human hur-
dles for the masked men as the parents 
watch over them from the side.

Naki Sumo (Japan)
Japan is filled with weird and odd things 
including the Instant Noodles Museum and 
Cuddle Cafe. It is no surprise that they 
also have one of the most bizarre festivals 
in the world. Naki Sumo is an annual com-
petition wherein two sumo wrestlers carry 
babies and try to make their baby cry the 
hardest and loudest. Mothers around the 
world would cringe at this as they spend 
nights trying to soothe a crying baby to 
sleep.

In Naki Sumo, the whiniest and loudest 
baby is considered the winner. The con-
test occurs in a traditional wrestling ring 
where two amateur wrestlers each carry a 
baby who is less than a year old. They try 
their best to scare the babies and make 
them cry. Some will lift the baby high, 
while others would make weird noises 
and faces. The sumo wrestlers would 
also put on a grotesque mask and shout 
“Naki!”(cry) again and again.

Songkran Festival (Thailand)
If you’re visiting Thailand along April 13th 
to 16th, be prepared to be a part of the 
world’s biggest water fight! Thailand’s 
Songkran Festival is the largest celebra-
tion in Thailand where people dance, party 
and throw water at each other. “Songkran” 
is a Sanskrit word in Thai that means “the 
entry of the sun into a Zodiac sign”.

The water festival is really about purifica-
tion and fresh starts. While we choose to 
celebrate New Year with fire, they prefer 
water since water is the most important 
element in the agricultural tradition of 
Southeast Asia.

Cooper’s Hill Cheese-Rolling and Wake 
(England)
This traditional festivity has been around 
for 200 years and continues to attract 
spectators from around the world. The 
event is pretty straightforward.

An 8-pound (3.5kg) round of Double 
Gloucester cheese, placed in a wooden 
casing around its side, is chased by men 
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To Power Phones

While the idea of a pee-powered phone 
might sound gross, the good part is that 
it doesn’t require special atmospheric 
conditions like the sun or wind to work. 
Developed by a team of scientists at 
Bristol Robotics Laboratory, the world’s 
first pee-powered cell phone uses a 
system based on microbial fuel cells 
(MFCs) that feast on urine, creating 
electricity as a by-product.

As a Power Source

Four 15-year-old Nigerian girls have come 
up with a DIY generator that produces 
6 hours of power from one liter of urine. 
Presented at Maker Faire Africa, the 
device has an electrolytic cell that removes 
hydrogen from the urine, which is then 
purified and squeezed through a cylinder 
full of liquid borax. This last step removes 
any excess humidity, so the hydrogen can 
be used for pee-power!

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE (10x)
6 UsEs for pEE tHAt YoU 
DiDN’t KNow ABoUt 

Throughout the years, we 
have shown you how people 
are using animal and human 
urine in surprisingly innovative 
ways. 

This humble yellow liquid—a by-product 
secreted by our kidneys—has proven to 
be an extremely versatile and affordable 
source of sustainable power as well as a 
vehicle for experimental design. 

For Heating

The Barn House in Japan’s Memu 
Meadows is an award-winning 
experimental dwelling heated by urine. 
Designed by Keio University’s Co+Labo 
department, it shelters two humans 
and two horses, producing heating and 
organic plant fertilizer from the equines’ 
pee.

For Seating

The Dupe stool is a surprisingly sturdy, 
compostable seat made from bacteria, 
sand, and pee. Created by UK art student 
Peter Trimble using a self-made machine, 
this low-cost, low-energy sandstone 
design is the result of a biological reaction 
and can be broken up and used as 
fertilizer at the end of its lifetime.

Culinary Uses

“Virgin Eggs” are a very strange Chinese 
delicacy made by boiling chicken eggs in 
urine collected from boys under the age of 
10. A traditional springtime snack from the 
city of Dongyang, this dish is said to have 
magical nutritional qualities that help to 
boost the immune system.

For Creating False Teeth

False teeth have always been made from 
all sorts of materials—like animal bones, 
wood or gold— but scientists have 
now crafted the very first urine-based 
teeth. Created by a research team at the 
Guangzhou Institutes of Biomedicine and 
Health, the innovative process consists 
of growing a tiny tooth-like structure from 
stem cells harvested from urine, and 
mixed with other organic material.
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Siam Beach
children, snorkeling, restaurant

Ya Nui Beach
small, cute, snorkeling, restaurant

Mai Khao Beach
looong quiet beach

Surin Beach
celebrities, beach clubs, restaurants 

Bang Tao Beach
5 star hotels, local seafood restaurants
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Ao Sane Beach
rough sand, snorkelling, restaurant

Kata Beach
white open beach, surfing in summer season

Emerald Beach
peaceful, north facing beach good for sun tan

Laem Singh Beach
hip, young, restaurants, short trek downhill

Nai Thon Beach
white sands, peaceful, scenic road to get there

Banana Beach
insider tip, restaurant, short trek downhill

Laem Ka Noi Beach
park on top parking lot and walk down

Kamala Beach
busy in high season

Nai Harn Beach
local hangout, busy but cute

Patong Beach
very busy beach, lots of activities

Ao Yon Beach
shallow waters, oyster rafts, locals

Kata Noi Beach
white open beach

Kalim Beach
rocky, surfing during summer season

Layan Beach
tranquil, peacful

Paradise Beach
shady, peaceful, calm waters all year
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Panwa Beach
rough sand, shallow water, peaceful, scenic

Laem Ka Beach
local thai style beach with lots of shadow

Karon Beach
white open beach, no shades

Nai Yang Beach
thai locals, shades, calm waters all year
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Rawai Beach
shady, seafood stalls, local boat trips
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sUgAr – tHE swEEt tAstE of 
A HAppY LifE

Close your eyes…
Imagine the sky-blue sea, and 
those magnificent trees and 
flowers. Feel the light touch 
of the wind and soft fresh air 
coming down from the tropical 
hills…doesn’t it feel great? 

You can enjoy it all without closing your 
eyes. Simply stand by a window in your 
own villa. 

Design 
Every villa has modern architecture and 
includes various options. Stylish design is 
complemented with luxury accessories. 
Only the best materials and furniture from 
leading brands are used for the interior.

The following advanced control systems 
are installed in the villas to make you feel 
safe and comfortable, as well as saving 
you money:
•	 smart home
•	 CCTV
•	 a solar system

Location
The SUGAR Villas luxury project is ideally 
situated on the western side of Phuket 
with a fascinating view of Kamala Bay.

All those in love with the island will value 
the perfectly balanced combination of 
solitude and nature, while at the same 
time enjoying easy access to the nightlife 
of Patong, catching a wave on Surin 
beach or just enjoying the variety of 
cuisine on offer at the best restaurants on 
the island. 

You will find the gentle breeze flowing 
down from the hills so refreshing after the 
daytime heat, and the scenery of a mind-
blowing sunset is the best way to end your 
day in paradise, and the perfect start to a 
romantic evening. 

Prospect Plan
The six villa complex has 24-hour security 
guards. Each villa has its own swimming 
pool with a jacuzzi, private garden and sea 
view.

Website: www.sugar-villa.com
Tel: +66 936237884, +66 616835050
E-mail: info@sugar-villa.com




